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A PROPOSED COURSE OF STUDY FOR LEGAL STEI^GRAPHERS
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was: to prepare a one- 
semester course of study on the college level, which 
could be used In the training of students for employment 
as legal secretaries.
The Investigation was made (1) by mailing 
questionnaires to attorneys and their secretaries In 
Houston, Texas, and (2) by means of library research.
It was the purpose of the questionnaires to 
determine (1) whether or not a course for legal stenog­
raphers was considered desirable by attorneys, (2) what 
qualifications and work accomplishments attorneys 
considered desirable In legal secretaries, and (3) what 
duties were actually performed by legal stenographers.
It was the purpose of the library research to 
determine what material Is available for the training 
of legal secretaries.
It was found that 71.43 per cent of the attorneys 
were In favor of a course for legal stenographers.
The following qualifications and work accomplish­
ments were considered desirable by a majority of the
2attorneys: a familiarity with words common to the le^al 
profession; absolute accuracy In the transcription of 
legal Instruments; a familiarity with legal forms, such 
as deeds, wills, briefs, etc.; the ability to take office 
dictation at approximately 120 words a minute or higher; 
a high typing speed; the ability to use Dictaphone or 
Edlphone equipment efficiently.
The following duties and work requirements of legal 
secretaries were reported by a majority of the legal 
stenographers: filling out legal forms where Information 
Is typed in the blanks; transcribing legal Instruments 
with absolute accuracy; meeting clients who call at 
the office for appointments; taking complete legal 
Instruments from dictation; composing correspondence 
for employers; typing some legal Instruments on which 
no erasures are permitted; taking dictation for long 
periods of time.
Additional qualifications and work requirements 
were voluntarily mentioned by both attorneys and legal 
secretaries.
Library research revealed that there was a 
scarcity of published material for the training of legal 
secretaries. A study of the Cumulative Book Index 
revealed that three published texts are available for 
3training legal secretaries. A limited number of secretarial 
science texts contain one chapter on the legal duties of 
a secretary.
A list of legal words and phrases was Included 
with the study. It was complied from the legal words 
and phrases In the Index of a college commercial law 
text. All words in the index which were not found in 
the Horn 10,000-word list were retained. Shorthand out­
lines were Included with the list.
A proposed one-semester course of study on the 
college level was prepared, based upon the findings of 
the study. Use was made of all available published 
materials In the course of study.
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PART I
THESIS
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Introduction. This study was prompted by the fact 
that there have been frequent calls for legal stenographers 
from the University of Houston. An analysis of what train­
ing was available for prospective legal stenographers in 
the Houston, Texas, area revealed that there was only one 
school which offered such training. That was offered in 
an evening class and on a limited scale. Its content was 
primarily legal dictation, and the class was conducted in 
the nature of a refresher course. Only six students were 
taking advantage of it at the time this study was made. 
More about the content of this course is contained in 
Chapter III.
Before attempting the study, the opinion of several 
attorneys and a number of specialists in the employment 
field was sought regarding the justification for a course 
for legal stenographers. Mr. W. J. Mills, practicing 
attorney in Houston, Texas, stated that there was a need 
for such a course and that many attorneys would seek to 
employ-stenographers_with specialized training for the law 
office if such training were available, instead of providing 
on-the-job training. He stated that he had attempted to 
obtain a stenographer through the South Texas School of
2Law, which conducted a class in legal dictation, but that 
none was available. He said that it was usually necessary 
to train the stenographer in the law office after she had 
been employed.
Mr. A. A. White, Dean of the School of Law of the 
University of Houston, felt that a course for legal stenog­
raphers would be desirable, inasmuch, he said, as it was 
usually necessary for the attorney to take several months 
to train the stenographer in his office after her employment.
Interviews with managers of employment firms re­
vealed that there was a scarcity of trained legal stenog­
raphers in the Houston, Texas, area. Mrs. L. B. Quinby 
of the Quinby Employment Service, Bankers’ Mortgage Fund­
ing, Houston, Texas, said that there was not a sufficient 
number of stenographers trained for law offices to fill the 
need. She said that when attorneys asked for secretaries 
they specified legal experience. Stenographers equipped 
with only the ordinary secretarial training of schools, 
she said, were Inadequately trained for the law office. To 
qualify applicants seeking positions as stenographers In 
law offices, Mrs. Quinby said that 1 t was the policy of the 
Quinby Employment Service to urge prospective stenographers 
to enroll in a legal dictation class conducted by a local 
school, which would be somewhat of a substitute for a course 
for legal secretaries.
3Mr. L. B. Quinby of the Quinby Employment Service 
said, "Very seldom are stenographers adequately prepared 
In any of the schools for the work of a law office.”
Miss Lily Lou Russell, Director of Student Place­
ment In the University of Houston, stated that attorneys 
who were willing to pay the relatively hl$ier salaries 
always requested stenographers who had had legal experience. 
Stenographers, she said, were not properly trained for the 
law office merely by completing the usual secretarial courses 
In the schools.
The executive secretary of the Houston Bar Associa­
tion, Miss Ruth Laws, out of her twenty-eight years’ ex­
perience In placing stenographers In attorneys’ offices In 
Houston, Texas, said that Inexperienced stenographers were 
not equipped with the necessary preparation to enable them 
to do the work In the law office without receiving train­
ing and experience In the law office after being employed, 
that the secretarial training received In schools was not 
sufficient In Itself.
Attorneys and employment specialists were unanimous 
In their opinions that a course for legal secretaries was 
desirable.
This study was a result of a conviction growing out 
of the writer’s seven years’ experience In teaching the 
advanced shorthand classes. In these classes prospective 
4stenographers were trained for the business office and for 
civil service employment. The writer’s five years’ ex­
perience as a stenographer In offices was the basis of her 
belief that the courses of study designed for these ad­
vanced shorthand classes did not provide adequate training 
for the legal stenographer.
The writer also observed, while mployed for one 
year as a stenographer In a law office, the Inadequacy of 
the usual secretarial training for the preparation of 
stenographers for legal employment. Often a period of 
weeks and sometimes months was required to train the stenog­
rapher after she was employed In the law office. The writer 
further observed, while employed In the law office, that 
the early on-the-job training of the legal stenographer 
was often concerned with duties on the switchboard or other 
non-st eno graphic duties. It was the purpose of the attorney­
employer to familiarize the legal secretary with procedures 
In the law office by giving her those simple duties at first. 
This practice. It was observed, was common In numbers of 
law offices with which the writer had contact at the time 
of employment as a law stenographer, While employed in 
these non-st eno graphic duties the secretary usually lost 
much of her proficiency In the skills of shorthand and typing
It was the thought of the writer that It should be 
one of the functions of commercial education to serve In 
5the training of prospective stenographers by providing 
preparation for specialized as well as general fields of 
stenographic employment•
Tonne said that one of the major purposes of business 
education is "to provide technical, or specific vocational, 
m!training." He further stated that technical business
education had two purposes: ”(1) training in specific job 
skills, and (2) ability to use these skills in the environ- 
ment of business."
One of the Important fields for specific vocational 
training is training for the legal stenographer.
Generally schools have not Included specialized 
training for legal stenographers in their programs, in­
asmuch as the time provided for secretarial training has 
been too limited for the inclusion of any specialization. 
In the public high schools of Houston, Texas, two years, 
3 
or four semesters, are devoted to the study of shorthand. 
The same procedure is recommended in the course of study
4 
for high schools of the state of Texas. In the first
1 Herbert A. Tonne, Business Education, (New York: 
The Gregg Publishing Company), 193d, p. 15.
2 Ibid., p. 17.
3 Commercial Courses, Houston Public Schools, Houston, 
Texas, Curriculum Bulletin No. 44CB14, 1944-45, p. 35.
4 Bulletin, State Department of Education, No. 381, 
L. A* Woode, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Vol. 14, No. 1, Austin, Texas, January 1938, p. 102. 
6year, shorthand theory is studied, and in the second 
year, speed is developed. Therefore, any specialization, 
such as a course for legal stenographers, has been left 
to agencies other than the public high schools.
The material on the market for the training of 
legal secretaries is limited. Mrs. E. N. Mitchell, who 
conducts a class in legal dictation in a Houston school, 
reported that she founi it necessary to write her own 
material, because few suitable textbooks were available. 
However, this course was admitted by Mrs. Mitchell to be 
a refresher course.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of 
this study: to prepare a one-semester course of study on 
the college level, which could be used in the training 
of students for employment as legalsecretaries.
In order to determine the qualifications most fre­
quently sought in legal stenographers and the duties 
actually performed, a survey was made by means of a question­
naire mailed to fifty Houston attorneys and fifty legal 
secretarle s.
It has been assumed in this study that a course for 
legal stenographers should be open only to those who have 
completed fundamental courses in a sufficiently satisfactory 
manner to have a good foundation in both typewriting and 
shorthand. The problem was based on the assumption that 
a course for legal stenographers-would be given only 
after the student had successfully passed the first- and 
second-year college courses In shorthand and the beginning 
and advanced courses In typewriting, or their equivalents.
Delimitation of the problem. This study was limited 
to an attempt to show what should be taught In a course 
for legal stenographers. The study was further limited. 
In that no references were made to teaching typing or 
foundational courses In shorthand.
III. DEFILTlTIONS CF TERI'S USED
Secretary. Secretary and stenographer have been 
used synonymously In this study to describe one who takes 
dictation In shorthand and transcribes It, and vho Is also 
entrusted with other clerical duties of a confidential 
nature In the routine of correspondence and office records.
Legal stenographer. Legal stenographer has been 
used to apply to a stenographer or secretary who Is employed 
In the office of an attorney.
Shorthand. This study was based upon the assump­
tion that the Gregg system of shorthand would be used by 
legal stenographers. When the word shorthand Is used, 
the Gregg system Is Implied.
8Course of study. A course of study In this thesis 
has been used to mean:
"The material of a subject arranged for 
Instructional purposes. Including the quantity 
of work to be done and the methods of Instruc­
tion to b e followed.,,D
Summary. This study was based upon the assumption 
that It should be one of the functions of c<xnr.:erclal educa­
tion to servo In the training of secretaries for specialized 
fields. The law office Is one of those fields.
The study was prompted by the facts that (1) fre­
quent calls for legal stenographers have been received 
at the University of Houston; (2) It was the opinion of 
leading -attorneys and employment specialists lr) Houston, 
Texas, that there was a need for a course for legal stenog­
raphers.
It was the purpose of this study to set up a one- 
semester course of study for legal stenographers. The 
content of the course was based upon the results of. a 
questionnaire designed to determine what duties were per­
formed by legal secretaries and what qualifications 
attorneys considered desirable In legal stenographers.
The following chapter showed the Importance of this 
study.
5 R. G. V.’alters, The Commercial Curriculum, 
(Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company), 1937. 
p. 7.
s
CHAPTER II
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
It was the purpose of Chapter I to state the prob­
lem undertaken In this study and to define the terms used. 
In this chapter the purpose was to explain the Importance 
of the subject.
The Importance of training for legal stenographers 
was evident from (1) the opinion of writers In the field 
of secretarial science that there was a need for a course 
to orient the prospective legal stenographer In her new 
surroundings; (2) the result of a survey made of news­
paper advertisements for legal stenographers In the 
Houston, Texas, area; and (3) the result of a survey 
made by means of questionnaires mailed to attorneys and 
legal secretaries.
The Importance of helping to orient the legal 
stenographer in her new surroundings was emphasized In 
the preface of the text by Connelly and Maroney^ who 
have given therein some of the reasons for the publica­
tion of their book:
"A stenographer just out of school, 
even though highly proficient In typing, 
taking dictation, and transcribing, feels
1 Eva L. Connelly and Thomas P. Maroney, The 
Legal Secretary, Teacher*3 Manual, (New York: The 
Gregg Publishing Company, 1947), p. 1.
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strange In the atmosphere of the attorney’s 
office, where the language does not concern 
orders, shipments, bills of lading, inven­
tories, and business papers with which she 
has become familiar in her regular business 
training. Instead, she hears talk of sum­
monses, verifications, affidavits, com­
plaints and notices of trial. If this steno­
grapher had been made acquainted with the 
different phases of the work in the office 
of the attorney, had acquired an understand­
ing of some of the most frequently used 
pleadings and documents, and had become 
familiar with the language of law, she could 
enter upon her duties in the office with 
knowledge that would otherwise have to be 
gained by several months’ experience in 
actual legal work.”
The success of a stenographer in her first period of 
employment has often been a factor in her successful 
orientation in that office.
The study has been Important because of the 
large numbers of stenographers who have been employed 
in law offices, the fact that the type of work done 
there is usually very different from that done in the 
ordinary business office, and that the work of the 
legal secretary must ordinarily be done in a very 
accurate and efficient manner.
Louis A. Leslie, well-known court reporter, has 
also recognized the Importance of a course that would 
familiarize a stenographer with her new surroundings,
2 and was quoted by the authors of The Law Stenographer;
Charles £. Eaten, Samuel P. Weaver & Raymond P. 
Kelley, The Law Stenographer, (New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1937), p. ill.
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"The stenogrepher who has had no train­
ing In legal termlnolory and is about to begin 
work in a lawyer’s office has an uncomfort­
able experience In store for him. Although 
he maybe well read and his vocabulary 
broad, he is bound to find difficulty in 
devising outlines not only for the English 
legal terms but especially for expressions 
distinctly Latin or French—expressions 
that have been drafted into the ordinary 
language of the lawyer."
Antus^ in his text designed for use In a
course for legal secretaries explained the Importance 
of specialized training for the prospective law stenog­
rapher. He particularly emphasized the Importance
of such a course In helping the stenographer over the 
formative period of her work In the law office:
"The first few weeks on a new job are 
unusu ally d ifflcult ones for the inexperi­
enced law secretary. There is so much that 
is unfamiliar. There is so much to learn. 
Hew tasks are asslmed to her in unfamiliar 
legal terminology; new duties are expected 
of her, sometimes with Inadequate apprecia­
tion of her problems as a beginner. She 
Is under a nervous tension with the realiza­
tion that she is on trial. Unfortunately, 
In too many cases, the new worker is judged 
by the impression she makes during this early 
period. To overcome such a handicap, she 
must make a quick adaptation to her new sur­
roundings. This adaptation can be aided 
materially by proper guidance, preparation, 
and adherence to a definite routine of 
observation and study in the law office 
itself. Through painstaking effort in the 
beginning, very soon she discovers that the
3 John J. Antus, Law Office Secretary’s I'anual, 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1941), p. 1.
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business of being a law secretary Is not 
so formidable as It at first appeared. On 
every side she finds a wealth of practical 
aids to lighten her task."
Antus fra* th er explained that those "aids" would make 
up a part of the course designed for the training of 
legal stenographers.
The publication of the manual. The Law 
Stenographer,^ was motivated by the Importance of pre­
paring s tudents for legal s tenorraphy,. Said the 
authors by way of Introduction:
"Thoughtful teachers of stenography 
have long, been concerned because of the 
great number of stenographic students who 
fail to rise above the lower levels of 
mediocrity In stenographic skill."
More legal stenographers would be able to rise above 
the "levels of mediocrity" If they had the advantages 
of specific training provided by a course for legal 
s t eno gr a phe r s'i
An examination was made of the advertisements 
appearing In twenty-one Issues of the Houston Chronicle, 
beginning with the Kovember 30, 1947, issue, and ending 
with the December 20, 1947, Issue, to determine what 
proportion of the advertisements was for legal secre­
taries. Table I shows the number of legal stenog­
raphers soufht through the medium of newspaper advertis­
ing during that period. Out of 851 advertisements
4 Chrrles 2. Eaten, Samuel P. iVeaver, and Raymond 
P. Kelley, The Law Stenographer, (Hew York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1937), p. 111.
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TABLE I
Frequency Distribution of Advertisements for Legal Stenographers 
November 30 to December 20, 1947 
Houston Chronicle
Secretarle s Frequency Per Cent
Legal  99 10.46
Oil....................................................................... 71 8.00
Medical..............................................................  11 1.28
Others  670 80.26
Total  851 100.00 
To be read: Of 851 advertisements appearing for sec­
retaries, ninety-nine, or 10.46 per cent, were for legal 
secretaries.
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placed for female stenographers or secretaries, ninety- 
nine, or 10.46 per cent, were for legal secretaries. By 
way of comparison, the other advertisements for stenog­
raphers v/1 th specialized training or experience were for 
oil, seventy-one; Insurance, twenty-seven; medicine, eleven. 
I'ore stenographers were sought for legal work than for 
any other one type of work.
Interviews with persons engaged In placing stenog­
raphers In positions (See Appendix, page 132) revealed 
that stenographers with legal experience were frequently 
sought by attorneys; that there were more demands for 
experienced legal stenographers than there were stenog­
raphers available for work ordinarily. It was also learned 
from the secretary of the Houston Bar Association, Miss 
Ruth Laws, who has held that position for twenty-eight 
years, that In normal times legal secretaries were paid 
hlgher salaries than secretarles In the average business 
office, and that a stenographer with legal experience 
could obtain a position when other secretaries were 
unable to do so. This was largely due to the fact, she 
said, that legal secretaries were well trained Inaccuracy.
The vote of a group of attorneys In response to a 
questionnaire (See Appendix, page 131, for attorneys, and 
page 127, for questionnaire) revealed the fact that a 
course for legal stenographers would be considered desirable 
15
for the training of legal stenographers. The question was 
asked If It would be considered desirable that a course for 
legal stenographers be offered before the stenographer 
entered employment in a law office. Out of twenty-elghit 
questionnaires returned, twenty voted in favor of such 
training for prospective legal stenographers, or a total 
of 71.43 per cent. Eight attorneys voted In favor of only 
the usual training for stenographic employment, without 
emphasis on legal stenography, or 28.57 per cent, a decided 
mlnorlty.
In answer to the question concerning whether or not 
It would be desirable for prospective law secretaries to 
have a familiarity w 1th words common to the legal profes­
sion before entering employment In the law office, twenty­
seven attorneys out of twenty-eight voted In favor of that 
training, or 96.43 per cent. A familiarity with legal 
forms, such as deeds, wills, briefs, etc., was considered 
of Importance by twenty-four out of twenty-eight attorneys, 
or 85.71 per cent. It was assumed In this study that such 
training could best be obtained In a course for legal 
stenographers.
The Importance of training In the matter of taking 
legal dictation end transcribing it accurately was evident 
from the answers to questionnaires sent to legal secretaries. 
The question was esked, "Does your employer dictate complete 
16
leojal lnstruInents?,, Out of twenty-seven replies, twenty- 
six secretaries answered in the affirmative, or a total of 
96.30 per cent. In reply to the question, "Is it necessary 
that you transcribe leral Instruments with absolute accu­
racy?” twenty-four secretaries out of twenty-seven replied 
in the affirmative, or a total of 86.89 per cent. The 
fact that 88.89 per cent of the secretaries replied that 
legal dictation must be transcribed with absolute accuracy 
was an indication of the high degree of accuracy necessary 
in the law office. It was assumed in this study that the 
necessary familiarity with legal instruments and the accu­
racy required of a law stenographer could be most satis­
factorily obtained in a course for legal stenographers.
V.hile a course for legal stenographers would not be 
expected to substitute for actual experience in a law 
office over a long period of time, it should be a very 
helpful fgctor in the stenographer’s becoming oriented in 
her legal work. It should save time and expense in the 
5 first few months of her employment. Connelly and L'aroney 
described one of the purposes of such a course:
”The Legal Secretary was prepared to meet 
a need for a text suitable for training students 
to do the highly specialized secretarial work 
in an attorney’s office. From such training, 
the legal stenographer acquires a background of 
information that enables her to understand what 
is being done and vhy, and how the stenographer’s 
work is a part of the prosecution of a case. Thus
5 Connelly, op. clt., p. ill.
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trained, she makes herself Immediately useful 
to the attorney by vvhom she Is employed.”
Ko similar study was found. Mr. Clyde I. Blanchard, 
general editor of The Gregg Publishing Company, New York, 
said, under date of October 28, 1947, In reply to an 
Inquiry regarding the possibility of finding related studies, 
"I do not recall any study made similar to the one you 
have In mind .”
Summary. Authors In the field of secretarial science 
have anphaslzed the Importance cf specialized training for 
legal s tenographers. Their emphasis has been based upon 
their opinion that the stenographer needs such training to 
orient her for her work in the law office, and that It would 
better enable her to rise above the "levels of mediocrity" 
In the stenographic field.
A survey of newspaper advertisements for legal stenog­
raphers In the Houston, Texas, area showed that approximately 
ten per cent of all stenographers sought there were legal 
stenographers.
A result of questionnaires mailed to attorneys and 
legal stenographers showed that it was considered desirable 
by both attorneys and legal secretaries that specialized 
training for legal stenographers be provided.
The following chapter reviewed literature which Is 
related to that branch of secretarial science having to do 
with the training of legal stenographers.
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The previous chapter attempted to show the 
importance of this study. The purpose of this chapter 
was to review the literature relating to the prepara­
tion of the legal stenographer.
A limited number of texts have been written on 
the phase of secretarial studies having to do with the 
training of legal stenographers. No other study per­
taining to legal stenography was found by this writer. 
The articles and texts that have been reviewed here 
were the result of personal opinion rather than object­
ive study.
Literature pertaining to Individual, self-study 
courses. Eleanor Dobkin,^ whose first position was In 
a law office, has given a few pointers for the would-be 
stenographer. She stressed particularly the Importance 
of a wide vocabulary. She recommended the use of a law 
glossary In order to familiarize the stenographer with 
legal terms. As an example of words and phrases with 
which she should be familiar and which she should be 
able to e xecute in shorthand, she listed the following 
for the prospective legal stenographer:
1 Eleanor Dobkin, "Building Skill on the Job," 
The Gregg Writer, 48:283-4, February, 1946.
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Escheat—Reversion of the property to the state. 
In default of a person who can Inherit It.
Estoppel—A bar to the proof of some fact, because 
It Is contrary to one’s prior acts of admissions. 
Garnishee—To attach salary, wages, or other In­
come to pay a debt. 
Subpoena—A writ commanding attendance In court 
at a certain time and place.
Prlma facie—At first view.
Habeas corpus—A writ to produce- a person In court.
A priori—From cause to effect.
Ad litem—For the suit.
Assumpsit contract—Expressed orally, or In writing, 
not under seal.
In order to prepare for court reporting which the legal 
stenographer mlfjat have to do, practicing phrases given 
in the Gregg Shorthand Reporting Course^ was recommended.
Miss Dobkin also suggested books and articles which 
3
would be of value to the legal stenographer. In addition 
to books mentioned elsewhere In this study, she recommended 
the following: a Legal Secretary’s Handbook by Inez Ingram 
and Honorable B. Rey Schauer (Parker and Baird Company, 
Los Angeles, 1940), and The Legal Stenographer by Theodore 
Ira Kowan (Cadillac Press, Cleveland, 1941). A communica­
tion was addressed to both of these publishing companies,
6 Charles Lee Swem and John Robert Gregg, Gregg 
Shorthand Reporting Course, (New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company), 1936, 320 pp.
3 Editorial, "About This and That,” The Gregg Walter, 
42:111, February, 1946.
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and the following replies were received: From the Cadillac 
Press, nThe Legal Steno.^-rapher was printed some years ago, 
and there are no copies available. The last address we had 
for the author was: Theodore Kowan, 1648 Beverly Boulevard, 
Los Angeles;” from Parker and Company, "The Legal Secretary1s 
Handbook will be ready for shipment In sixty days. The 
price of the book Is 57.50; no discount allowed.”
Velma Overne Abney^ was another legal stenographer 
who recommended her methods of study to others who wished 
to qualify as legal secretaries. She suggested writing 
shorthand from the legal form book, from legal advertise­
ments In the newspapers, and talcing testimony and court 
proceedings In the court house. The Importance of three 
things were mentioned: taking a legal s ecretarlal course, 
recognizing the Importance of absolute accuracy In all 
transcriptions, and familiarizing oneself with legal terms 
and phrases. As a starter for the aspiring legal stenog­
rapher, she suggested about seventy-five shorthand out­
lines of legal terms and phrases which should be practiced. 
The following are Included here by way of example of those 
phrases:
Absence of due cere 
Acknowledged to me 
Any facts of the case
4 Velma Overne Abney, ”So You .'.ant to be a Legal 
Secretery,” The Gre^r ar It er, 48:2*24-6, February, 1046.
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Appurtenance 
Argumentative 
As of the close of business 
Ascertain the facts 
Assault and battery 
c Grace McDaniel has also made suggestions concern­
ing how a stenographer should prepare herself for a 
position as legal secretary. She indicated that there 
was "one and only one way" in which legal instruments 
must be set up so far as form was concerned. Affidavits, 
bills of complaint, stipulations, wills, decrees, jurats, 
and other instruments each had its own rules for fonn.
Her suggestions to legal stenographers were: 
"Everything is always typed double 
spaced. Descriptions of real estate, etc.. 
Included in an article are set off by very 
wide margins and are typed in a single 
space. 
"Subscribe to a good secretarial 
magazine for the inspiration and help it 
will give you. Read all the shorthand 
plates from it that you have time for.
"And now a word about briefs. A brief 
is ’the written or printed points, authorities, 
and argument furnished to the court by counsel,’ 
say Thumaker and Longsdorf. The term is very 
misleading, though, for they are sometimes 
anything but brief. Quotations from authorities 
such as Corpus Juris are generally given. Some
5 Grace McDaniel, "The Legal Stenographer," The 
Gregg Writer, 46:169-171, December, 1943.
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attorneys dictate these quotations and 
others simply check the paragraphs to be 
quoted and the stenographer copies directly 
from the book. This method is to be preferred, 
I think.
"Again, some lawyers Insist that mort­
gages, deeds, and wills be typed with no 
erasures. Another employer will not object 
to erasing, provided it is done neatly.
"Buy a few of the most used legal forms 
at the stationer’s. They will be about five 
cents apiece. Study their peculiar words 
and phrasing carefully. Have some member 
of your family or a friend read aloud from 
one while you take it down in shorthand."
She recommended that the legal stenographer keep a file 
containing all types of legal instruments, that she have
a legal dictionary at hand and a legal form book. She 
stressed the Importance of absolute accuracy in the trans­
cription of all legal Instruments, as well as the secre­
tary’s keeping everything strictly confidential.
6 Eva L. Connelly emphasized the appearance and form
of legal documents. She stated that "the attorney cannot 
advertise his services, but he can make use of the notice 
that is attracted to immaculate documents issuing from 
his office."
In the main her suggestions were: For court docu­
ments a good bond legal cap, white paper, 8# by 13 or 14, 
is usually used. Ordinarily three copies of each plead­
ing are made. Most documents are double spaced, although
6 Eva L. Connelly, "The Format of Legal Documents," 
The Business Education World, December, 1941, pp. 344-6.
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quotations of land descriptions are usually single spaced. 
There should be a minimum of erasing on legal documents.
In some documents such as wills, contracts, and promissory 
notes, there should be no erasures. No erasures should be 
made In the figures In a legal Instrument. Law stenographers 
are sometimes expected to serve as notaries public, and so 
sometimes must seek a commission. Pages of legal documents 
are numbered at the bottom, because they are fastened at 
the top. Her article was prefaced with a picture of how 
the caption for a legal document should be arranged.
Literature pertaining to class-room Instruction.
The Cumulative Book Index for the past ten years was con­
sulted for literature pertaining to the training of legal 
secretaries. Three published textbooks and one unpublished 
text In three volumes were found to be available when this 
survey was made. A chapter on the work of the legal secre­
tary was found In several secretarial texts, however.
A course, sponsored by a local private school, 
was being given by Mrs. E. N. Mitchell, who set up the 
course of study. The content of the course was based 
upon her experience as a court reporter In Beaumont, Texas, 
for twelve years, and her twenty years’ experience as a 
stenographer In a law office.
7
Mrs. Mitchell complied three books. Volume I Is a
k. N. Mitchell, Legal Instruments In Continuity, 
Vol. I, (unpublished book, copyright 1938T7 373 pp. 
4dictation book. It is a compilation of lerel Instruments 
that are commonly dicteted In the lev/ office. The Instru­
ments are arren.ped in continuity; thet Is, the simplest 
instrument comes first. Here difficult lefjal instruments 
follow in the order of their complexity. L'cny of the 
lepal Instruments are arranged with possible variations; 
for example, there is a warranty deed with a single 
acknowledgment end also one with a double acknowledg­
ment. Another example of the variations of different 
Instruments Is a deed containing a vendor’s lien clause 
executed by an individual and a deed containing a vendor’s 
lien clause executed by a corporation.
2
Volume II is a dictation book devoted entirely 
to Instruments on trial work. In It are six complete 
law suits. Every Instrument commonly used in litigation 
is Included. The last law suit in the book was carried 
through to the Supreme Court.
Volume III^ la a typing manual. In it ere con­
tained excerpts of 109 types of legal instruments, set 
up exactly as they should be typed by the legel stenog- 
repher. The excerpt from, each Instrument if the
8 E. 17. llitchell, Ler-cl Instruments in Continuity, 
Vol. II, (unpublished book, copyright 12do), 291 pp.
9 2. 17. I.'ltchell, Advanced Typewrit er Practice 
Took, Contair In" Excerpts Selected-?rom StyTe rook of 
Legal Instruments in Continuity, Cunpub11shed book, 
copyripht 1G3G), 210 pp.
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Instrument In entirety Is not Included, Is sufficient 
to enable the typist to see exactly how that legal form 
would be set up by the stenographer.
Connelly and Maroney^® have published a textbook 
for legal secretaries. Its contents are classified as 
"Background for the Legal Secretary," "The Legal Secre­
tary at Work," and "The Legal Secretary’s Vocabulary."
The first part, which provides the background 
for legal s ecret ar les, takes up the sources and divisions 
of law, the system of courts, the basic pleadings In a 
law suit, the rules of practice, and bookkeeping and 
filing for a law office.
The second part deals with legal correspondence 
end the format of legal documents. Included are very 
brief excerpts from Instruments showing how those instru­
ments are set up In typewritten form. Briefing Is ex­
plained. Punctuation, secretarial ethics, telephone 
technique, end miscellaneous duties are gone Into.
The third part Is devoted mostly to the legal 
secretary’s vocabulary. Approximately 2200 words and 
phrases common to the legal profession a re Included, 
together with their correct shorthand outlines.
10 Eva L. Connelly and Thomas P. Maroney, The Legal 
Secretary, (New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1945J", 
256 pp.
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The text was designed for use in high s chools, 
private business schools, and colleges. However, It 
seemed to the writer that the content was Inadequate 
for a one-semester college course. The manner of 
presentation Is somewhat elementary. The number of legal 
Instruments Included Is too limited to familiarize the 
student with procedures In a law office.
Baton, Weaver, and Kelley‘S In The Law Stenographer 
outlined the procedures of the law office In Part I of 
their text.
Part II Is devoted to legal terminology. Word 
prefixes, such as ab, actio, ad, and others are ex­
plained. Prefixes also appear with numbers of possible 
combinations, such as ex acqultate, ex causa, ex colore, 
etc. Legal terms, such as legacy, are explained, with 
additional terms and combinations, examples of which are 
absolute legacy, additional legacy, alternative legacy. 
Shorthand outlines accompany these phrases. The origin 
of Latin and French terminology Is traced briefly In the 
cases of some legal terms. Approximately fifty meanings 
of legal words are Included. Numbers of shorthand outlines
11 Charles E. Baten, Samuel P. Weaver, and Raymond 
P. Kelley, The Law Stenographer,"(New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1937), 304 pp.
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are given without definitions of terms, examples of which 
are "this Indenture wltnesseth," "this memorandum of agree­
ment," and others.
Part III Is devoted to law-office correspondence. 
About sixty short letters comprise this material. Words 
are counted so that the letters may be used for timed 
dictation.
The meanings of contracts, bankruptcy, the Statute 
of Frauds, the law of sales, negotiable Instruments, etc., 
are explained In Part IV. About twenty-five short legal 
forms are given as examples. They Include a proxy, a 
power of attorney, a contract, a will, and others. Words 
are counted so that they could be used for timed dictation.
The system of the courts Is explained, with defini­
tions of state courts. Federal courts, and miscellaneous 
types of courts, such as a court of bankruptcy, a court 
of chancery, and others. Court procedure Is explained. 
The method of Instituting and conducting litigation Is 
traced from the filing of the pleadings to the rendering 
of the court’s decision. About twenty-five legal forms 
which would be used In court procedure are Included as 
examples of Instruments used In litigation. The words 
are counted so they could be used In dictation.
Two transcripts of court testimony, a criminal and 
a civil case, with counted words for dictation, compose 
most of the section on "The Court Reporter."
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One short section explains civil service require­
ments In order to acquaint the student with the procedure 
for obtaining work In the Federal civil service•
It was the opinion of the writer that The Law 
Stenographer could be used as a reference In a class for 
legal stenographers on the college level. If It were 
being considered for a basic text, the dictation 
material would be Inadequate, the legal terms and phrases 
Insufficient, the legal Instruments too limited In number 
to familiarize the student with law office procedure.
12John J. Antus wrote a textbook, the purpose of 
which was to ”familiarize the new worker with his or 
her surroundings”; to "trace the progress of a lawsuit 
and the logical procedural order of various legal docu- 
14 ments"; and to provide legal dictation material.
In his text the progress of a lawsuit Is traced. 
It Is made realistic by the fact that the various steps 
of the suit are traced through the office of the counsel 
for the plaintiff and then through the office of the 
counsel for the defendant by taking a fictitious case, 
Theodore Allen versus Metropolitan Transit Corporation. 
Motion practice is explained by tracing the progress 
of the same case In the court.
12 John J. Antus, Law Office Secretary’s Manual, 
(New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1541), 361 pp.‘
13 Ibid., p. vll.
14 Ibid., p. vll.
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The everyday work of the law secretary In connec­
tion with affidavits, depositions, acknowledgments, and 
verifications Is described and concisely Illustrated. 
Non-lltlgatlon law material cppears and examples are given 
of wills, deeds, and other instruments. Settlement of 
cases out of court, after proceedings have begun and 
before trial. Is Included In the explanations. Supple­
mentary proceedings, such as execution Issued on the 
judgment, are explained. The secretary’s work In the 
collection department Is described. Examples of collec­
tion letters to be written before suit are Included, as 
well as the types of records to be used for collection 
cases. Courts of law and equity are discussed, and ap­
peals are brought before higher courts.
Antus explained the method of reporting questlon- 
and-answer testimony and provided a few pages of such 
testimony for dictation. He described the court-room 
scenes and the work of the stenographer during We trial.
Approximately fifty pages of legal matter, designed 
for dictation but not counted for timing. Is included In 
the Appendix. This Is In addition to excerpts from legal 
Instruments, counted for timing In dictation. Included 
throughout various chapters of the text.
It was the opinion of the writer that the Law 
Office Secretary’s Manual by Antus provides an insufficient 
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amount of legal dictation matter for a semester’s work. 
ITo shorthand aids for the outlines of difficult legal 
terms are Included. There Is an Inadequate picture of 
legal documents as they would appear In completed fora 
In a law office.
15Charles G. Relgner published a typing manual for 
legal stenographers. By way of Introduction to the course, 
he explained?
"All the letters you will write, all the 
legal papers you will set up, and all the court 
documents you will prepare were written by 
real a real law or court reporter’s
Legal documents and letters are Included for typing 
practice. A picture of the first page of one legal 
document Is presented to ^Ive the typist an Idea of 
what It would like In Its completed form. Two printed 
forms of Instruments with Information filled in the blanks 
are also Included. Working papers accompany the typing 
manual. They Include legal-size paper and legal "backs." 
The materials provided by this manual, including the 
working papers, would provide a student with work for a 
very limited number of class periods.
Literature pertaining to useful reference material. 
In a limited number of secretarial textbooks, a chapter
15 Charles G. Relgner, Legal Typing Practice, 
(Baltimore: The H. M. Rowe Company, 1938), 66 pp.
16 Ibid., p. ill.
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is devoted to the work of the legal stenographer. Three 
of these are included with this review of the literature.
John Robert Gregg^ in The Private Secretary in­
cluded a chapter on "The Legal Department." While it was 
intended as a guide to the stenographer employed in the 
legal department of a business office, it is a limited 
source of information for the secretary employed in the 
attorney’s office. Instructions are given concerning 
the Inclusion of citations In a legal document, the manner 
In vZhlch. a legal document Is prepared and folded. The 
meaning of such legal instruments as leases, affidavits, 
mortgages, and others, is explained. About seventy-five 
legal terms and phrases are Included. By way of example, 
a few of those phrases are:
A posteriori From effect to cause
Ex post facto Having a retroactive
application
Habeas corpus A writ to produce a
person in court
1 ABeamer and Plimpton in Effective Secretarial 
Practices Included the chapter "Legal Duties" as a "supple­
ment to, not as a substitute for, an Introductory or 
general course In business law." The work of the business
17 John ^Robert Gregg, "The Legal Department," The 
Private Secretary, (New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1944), pp. 255-267.
18 Esther Klhn Beamer and Ruth. J. Plimpton, "Legal 
Duties," Effective Secretarial Practices, (01nc1nnat1: 
South-Western Publishing Company, 1944), pp. 519-540. 
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secretary Is described as she would have contact with the 
lejal phases of her employer’s business activities. Such 
matters as the work of a notary public, the nature and use 
of legal Instruments, and how to type legal documents are 
explained. The chapter could be used as a reference by the 
legal stenographer.
In her sections "Legal Papers,” "Court Papers," and 
"Legal Terms," Lois Hutchinson In the Standard Handbook for 
19 Secretaries gave instructions for the writing of legal 
Instruments, their recording, and the signatures of legal 
documents. The chapter Includes outline forms of a contract, 
acknowledgment, affidavit, and proxy. There are explanations 
of other Instruments. The papers In an ordinary lawsuit 
are named and explained In the order In which they originate. 
They are traced to the final papers necessary for the court 
case. Courts most commonly referred to are described, as 
well as their jurisdictions. These sections could serve as 
a reference for the legal stenographer.
Summary. A limited amount of literature on the 
subject of a course for legal stenographers was found in 
this survey. The literature uthlch was available fell 
Into three classifications: Literature pertaining to
19 Lois Irene Hutchinson, "Legal and Court Papers," 
Standard Handbook for Secretaries, (New York: McGraw- 
tlll Book Company, Inc1947), pp. 459-476.
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individual, self-study courses; literature pertaining to 
class-room Instruction; and literature pertaining to use­
ful reference material.
1. Literature pertaining to Individual, self­
study courses. Four experienced legal stenographers 
suggested through, the columns of The Gregg Writer and the 
Business Education World methods for self-training. Those 
methods were: taking court proceedings In shorthand, writ­
ing shorthand from the legal form book and from other 
sources of legal literature, familiarizing oneself with a 
legal vocabulary, and practicing It in shorthand.
2. Literature pertaining to class-room Instruction. 
Five texts which had been prepared for courses for legal 
stenographers were available when this study was made.
One text. In three volumes, was designed to provide a 
mass of dictation from legal Instruments and to provide 
a visualization of the format of legal documents. Three 
other texts were designed to explain the function of 
the courts, the work of attorneys, the law secretary’s 
work, and to provide a limited amount of legal dictation 
material. One other text was written as a typing manual 
for legal s tenographers.
3. Literature pertaining to useful reference 
material. A small number of secretarial books written 
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for use in advanced shorthand and office practice classes 
provide one ch^)ter on the work of the law stenographer.
The following chapter summarized and explained the 
steps and procedures used In making this study and re­
vealed the sources of materials used In making the study.
CITAPTE3 TV
TI-2L I.:E?nCD
The preceding chapter reviewed the literature 
relstlng to the training of stenographers for the law 
office. In this chapter the nethods end procedures 
used In n del nr Gils study were outlined and explained, 
and the sources of the data for the study were revealed.
The techniques used in making this study were as 
follows: (1) a survey of the literature was nede to 
determine v.hat texts were available in the field; (2) 
an e xeir.lnation was made of five theses on studies made 
In specialized fields of commercial education; (3) 
Interviews were had wlti. employment specialists, 
attorneys, anJ a legal s ecretary who was conducting a 
class In legal dictation for prospective lav/ stenog­
raphers; (4) data were rstl'.ered by ”eans of question­
naires mailed to attorneys end legal s tenogrephers;
(5) these data were compiled In the form of tables and 
presented and explained in Chapter V of this study;
(6) as a result of the replies to questionnaires, a 
list of legal words and phrases was compiled, torether 
with word meanings and slicrthand outlines; (7) from the 
compiled date, a one-sene ster course of study, on the
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college level, was set up for legal stenographers.
1. Survey of the literature. First, a survey 
was made of books in the field of secretarial science. 
Books available In the Houston Public Library and at
the University of Houston were reviewed. The Cumulative 
Book Index for the past ten years was consulted for texts 
on the training of legal secretaries. All texts listed 
In that Index were considered. The material available 
for the training of legal stenographers fell Into four 
classes: (1) three textbooks for the training of legal 
secretaries; (2) a limited number of secretarlal texts 
having one chapter on the legal duties of the secretary; 
(3) texts containing supplementary materials fbr building 
speed and developing skill In taking testimony; (4) a 
limited number of magazine articles pertaining to the 
training of legal stenographers. The literature is 
described In Chapter III of this study.
2. Examination of theses. Five theses written
In the field of commercial education were examined. They 
were valuable as guides In the matter of form In the writ­
ing of this thesis.
3. Interviews. Interviews were had, first, with 
employment specialists (See Appendix, page 132) to determine 
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what qusllfications were most frequently sought in legal 
secretaries. The employment specialists who were inter­
viewed were chosen at random in the city of Houston.
In interviews with managers of employment agencies, 
the procedure used was merely to ask the question, "7/hat 
qualifications do attorneys most frequently seek in 
secretaries when they call your office and ask for a 
stenographer?** The person being Interrogated was left 
free to name the qualifications with no further sugges­
tions by the interviewer.
Qualifications which the employment specialists 
said were most frequently sought by attorneys were then 
assembled. Those data provided the basis for two question­
naires, one for attorneys end one for legal secretaries. 
From those data the two check lists were tentatively made 
up to be mailed to lawyers and legal secretaries in order 
to secure their votes on the importance and desirability 
of such qualifications and work requirements.
rThen the check lists had been tentatively prepared, 
they were tried out on two local attorneys (See Appendix, 
page 132) for a test of clearness and pertinence to the 
requirements of a legal secretary. Both attorneys con­
firmed the opinions of the employment specialists, who 
had named the requirements of a legal secretary, and added 
further suggestions for the check lists.
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The opinion of Krs. E. N. Mitchell was also 
sought. Her suggestions have been Incorporated In 
Chapters I and V of this study.
The opinion of the executive secretaiy of the 
Houston Bar Association was obtained. She naned the 
qualifications In legal secretaries which attorneys most 
frequently specify as requirements when they seek stenog­
raphers through her office. She also made suggestions 
for the training of legal stenographers, which she felt 
would help fit them for work In an attorney’s office. 
Ker opinions have been Incorporated In Chapters I and V 
of this study.
4. Survey by meens of questionnaires. On the 
basis of the above data, the two questionnaires were 
prepared in final form, one to be sent to attorneys in 
the city of Houston, and one to be filled out by their 
secretaries (See Appendix, pages 127 and 128).
Hr. 7«r. J. Mills was asked to check the names of 
fifty leading attorneys and law firms in the classified 
section of the telephone directory of the city of Houston, 
Texas. Those names comprised the mailing list for question­
naires. A personal letter was written to each attorney 
(See Appendix, pare 129). Accompanying the letter were 
the check lists which had been prepared for attorneys 
and their secretaries.
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When part of the check lists had been returned, 
another personal letter (See Appendix, page 130), together 
with additional copies of the questionnaires, was mailed 
to the attorneys as a follow-up. As a result of both 
letters, twenty-eight questionnaires were returned by 
attorneys and twenty-seven by legal secretaries.
5. Compilation of data. Data were compiled from 
the questionnaires. First, ths results of the attorney’s 
questionnaires were tabulated. From those tabulations. 
Table II was constructed, showing the qualifications 
which attorneys considered desirable In legal stenographers. 
Table IV was constructed from the tabulations of additional 
qualifications considered desirable In legal stenographers, 
which attorneys had voluntarily added to those qualifica­
tions listed for checking. In Table IH the ranking of 
qualifications was shown. Attorneys had been asked to 
rank the suggested qualifications In the order of their 
Importance. From that ranking, the qualifications which 
had been ranked of first, second, end third Importance 
by seventeen attorneys were tabulated, and the ranking 
shown In Table IIL No ranking above those considered of 
third Importance were Included In Table IIJ^ Inasmuch as 
only part of the attorneys ranked the qualifications that 
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they had checked. With the limited number of rankings, 
their significance seemed to be doubtful. For that reason, 
the ranking was not taken into consideration in construct­
ing the course of study.
The principal duties and work requirements reported 
by the twenty-seven legal secretaries who replied to the 
questionnaires were tabulated and shown in Table V. Sixteen 
legal s ecretarles had voluntarily added duties in addition 
to those contained in the check list. Those additional 
duties actually performed by legal secretaries were tabu­
lated and shown in Table VI.
From the results of questionnaires mailed to attorneys 
and legal s tenographers, and with the aid of the tables com­
piled therefrom, the findings of those surveys were written 
up and Incorporated in Chapter V of this study. The degree 
of correlation between opinions of the two juries—the 
attorneys and legal s ecretaries--was studied and given 
consideration in the construction of a course of study.
6. Compilation of a lis t of legal t erms end 
phrases. Inasmuch as both attorneys and legal secretaries 
indicated the Importance of the secretary’s familiarity 
with legal terms and phrases, a list of legal terms and 
phrases was compiled.
The method for selecting apractical list of 
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legal terms and phrases was as follows: A basic commercial 
law textthe text used in required commercial law courses 
in the University of Houston— was selected as a text from 
which to choose legal terms and phrases. AH words and 
phrases contained in the index were considered. In order 
to eliminate the words and phrases with which the pros­
pective legal secretary would be familiar before taking a 
specialized course for law stenographers, the list was com­
pared with Horn’s ”10,000 words most commonly used In
*2adult writing." Every word in the index of Pomeroy’s 
Business Law which was found in the Horn list was eliminated. 
Where legal phrases were contained in the Pomeroy index, 
each word in the phrase was compared with the Horn list.
If all words in the legal phrase were contained in the 
Horn list, the phrase was eliminated. If there was one 
word in the legal phrase that was not contained in the Hora 
list, that phrase was retained. An exception was that a 
few common legal terms, for which there were outlines avail­
able as a shorthand phrase, were retained, even though all 
words in the phrase were in the Hora list. All of the 
words and phrases retained, after a comparison with the 
Horn list, comprised the legal words and phrases which are
1 bw’lgtit A. Pomeroy, Business Law, (Cincinnati: 
South-Western Publishing Company, 1931),' 906 pp.
2 Ernest Horn, "The Compilation of the 10,000 Words 
Most Commonly Used in Adult Writing,” A Basic Writing 
Vocabulary, (Iowa City: University of”lowa), jp. 47-199.
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contained in the Appendix of this study# This list con­
tained approximately three hundred twenty-five legal terms 
and phrases.
The next step in the preparation of a list of legal 
words and phrases for law stenographers was the inclusion 
of the meaning of each word and phrase in the list. Two
5 
sources were consulted for meanings: Pomeroy’s text and
4 Black’s Law Dictionary. Meanings of words and phrases 
were stated concisely, opposite each word or phrase in the 
list.
The shorthand outline for each word and phrase 
was then sought. Four texts were used as the sources for 
shorthand outlines. Use was made of the shorthand out­
lines for legal words and phrases contained in the chapter 
devoted to legal terminology, as well as scattered throu££i-
5 out the text, in The Law Stenographer. "Part III, The 
Legal Secretary’s Vocabulary,” in Connelly and Maroney’s 
zs
text was also a source for a limited number of short­
hand outlines in the list of legal words and phrases.
3 Pomeroy, O£. clt., 906 pp.
4. Henry Campbell Black, Black’s Law Pictlonery, 
(St. Paul, West Publishing Company, 1933), 1944 pp.
5 Charles E. Baten, Samuel P. Weaver, and Raymond 
P. Kelley, The Lew Stenographer, (New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1537), 304 pp»
6 Eva L. Connelly and Thomas P. Maroney, The 
Legal Secretary, (New York: The Gregg Publishing 'Company, 
1545), ’’pp. 165-181.
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7 The Gre^p: Shorthand Dictionary served also as a source 
for shorthand outlines, as well as the Grep;7 Shorthand
8 Reporting Course.
7. Construction of a course of s tudy. There was 
a high degree of correlation between the opinions of the 
two groups to vhom questionnaires had been mailed— 
attorneys and their secretaries. So It was arbitrarily 
decided that when 50 per cent of the attorneys or legal 
stenographers checked a qualification or work requirement 
as being desirable in a law stenographer, that that 
qualification should be made the basis for one phase of 
the course of study for legal stenographers.
The qualifications and work requirements of legal 
secretaries which were voluntarily suggested by attorneys 
and their stenographers were also a consideration in the 
course of study set up in this thesis. Since no sug­
gestions were offered to the juries as a basis for their 
consideration of these qualifications in legal secretaries, 
there was less uniformity in their suggestions. Therefore, 
it was arbitrarily decided that, when 10 per cent of either 
attorneys or legal secretaries suggested a work requirement
V John Robert Gregg, Gregg Shorthand Dictionary, 
(New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1'930), 260 pp.
8 Charles Lee Swem and John Robert Gregg, Greo-" 
Shorthand Reporting Course, (New York: The Gregg tuollshing 
Company, '19'36’)’, 32u pp.
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or qualification for prospective legal secretaries. It 
be Included as a part of the basis of a course for legal 
secretarie s.
When the foundational requirements for the course 
of study were thus selected from replies to the question­
naires, the course of study was actually made up.
In the construction of the course of study, con­
sideration was given only to the qualifications and work 
requirements of a legal s tenographer that were named by 
attorneys and their stenographers. But as a basis for 
text material, use was made of all literature available 
in the field. Actual references were listed with each 
phase of the content of the course, so that reference 
might be readily be made to any textual material available 
for use with a particular phase of the content.
It was Impractical to Include in a course of, 
study some qualifications and work requirements which 
attorneys and their secretaries mentioned. Consequently, 
though bookkeeping was suggested by both attorneys and 
their secretaries, it was omitted In the content of a 
course of study for legal stenographers. It was the 
thought of the writer that any Instruction In bookkeeping 
would require too much of the student’s time to permit 
its inclusion in a one-semester course for legal steno­
graphers. The duty of "purchasing and inventorying 
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supplies" was also omitted in the course of study, though 
it was suggested by more than 23 per cent of the secretaries. 
It was felt that its relation to other phases of the course 
was not sufficiently close to warrant including it in a 
semester’s work. Such personal qualifications as "pleasing 
personality,"’Initiative," "neat personal appearance," 
"calm disposition," "willingness and desire to learn" 
were not specifically taken up in the course of study. 
Provision was made for training in those qualifications 
by means of supplementary readings suggested in the course 
of study.
As a guide to form, several courses of study issued 
by state departments of education and city school systems 
were examined. The course of study was divided into 
general and specific aims, content, method, testing and 
sample lesson plans. Instead of including a general 
bibliography at the conclusion of the course of study, 
a bibliography was included with each unit of the content. 
Page numbers were Included with the references. It was 
felt that such an arrangement would be practical, inasmuch 
as an Instructor could make quick reference to any source 
material available.
Summary. The method of making the study and the 
sources of information for the study were explained in 
this chapter.
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Available literature In the field was surveyed.
Use was made of the libraries of the city of Houston and 
the University of Houston. Three texts were found to be 
published and available, all of which were limited In 
scope and content. A very limited, and almost negligible, 
amount of literature In current publications was found.
A somewhat limited number of secretarial science texts 
contained one chapter on the work of the legal secretary.
Employment specialists and others familiar with 
the work of legal secretaries were interviewed. The In­
formation furnished by them was used as a basis for 
questionnaires to be mailed to attorneys and their 
secretaries.
Two questionnaires were prepared--one for at­
torneys and one for their secretaries. They were mailed 
to fifty law offices In Houston, Texas. Twenty-eight 
replies were received from attorneys and twenty-seven 
from their secretaries. They checked qualifications and 
work requirements of legal stenographers which they con­
sidered necessary and desirable.
Using those qualifications as abase, a one-semester 
course of study was set up for legal stenographers. In 
addition, a list of legal words and phrases, together 
with their meanings and shorthand outlines, was prepared 
to be used with the course of study.
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The following chapter presented the findings of this 
study in tabulated and explanatory forme
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
The preceding chapter explained the method used 
in attacking the problem in this study. This chapter 
presented the findings.
The findings in this study were a result of a 
threefold Investigation: (1) a survey of the field to 
determine what published texts and aids were available 
for use in the training of legal secretaries; (2) inter­
views with employment specialists and attorneys to 
determine what qualifications were most frequently 
sought in legal secretaries; and (3) questionnaires 
mailed to attorneys and their secretaries in Houston, 
Texas, to determine what are the desirable qualifications 
and work accomplishments in a legal secretary, and what 
is the actual type of work she performs.
Published aids for the training of legal 
secretaries. Chapter III of this study presented a 
survey of the literature. It was found from a study 
of the publishing concerns and an inquiry made of The 
Gregg Publishing Company that three texts designed for 
use in the training of legal stenographers were avail­
able. A very limited number of other publications 
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contained helps for the training of legal secretaries. 
A detailed account of published materials Is contained 
In Chapter III of this study.
Opinions of employment specialists and attorneys 
Interviewed. While Interviews were had primarily to 
determine what questions to Include In questionnaires 
which were to be mailed to attorneys and legal secre­
taries, additional Infomatlon was gleaned from this 
source.
The director of Student Placement of the University 
of Houston reported that the following qi all fl cations 
were generally sought in legal secretaries:
1. Expertness In stenographic skills
a. A typing speed of 60 words a minute or 
more
b. A shorthand speed above 100 words a 
minute
2. A knowledge of legal terms
3. A high I. Q.
4. Experience In legal stenography
The Bell Bess Employment Counselors specified 
only one qualification: absolute accuracy.
The Quinby Employment Service reported that the 
following qualifications are sought in legal secretaries:
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1. Legal experience
2. A high degree of proficiency In stenographic 
skills
3. Absolute accuracy
4. A familiarity with legal forms and legal 
terms
Mrs. E. N. Mitchell, a local Instructor In a 
private school, stated that the following qualifications 
are sought In legal secretaries:
1. Accuracy
2. A knowledge of legal terms and phrases
3. The ability to type legal documents In correct 
form
She made the following suggestions for training prospective 
law stenographers:
1. Dictate legal Instrument s from the legal form 
book
2. Dictate from the Texas Bar Journal and from 
statute books
3. Require students to prepare legal Instruments 
as they would be prepared In the law office. 
Including "legal backs"
The executive secretary of the Houston Bar 
Association reported that the following qualifications 
are sou^it In legal secretaries:
1. An understanding of legal terms and phrases
2. Accuracy In transcription
3. Speed In shorthand and typing
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4e Ability to operate a Dictaphone or Edlphone
5. Ability to meet the public
6. An understanding of the fact that everything 
In the law office must be kept confidential
She made the following suggestions for the training of 
legal a ecretarles:
1. Provide each student with a small legal 
dictionary*
2. Dictate from printed fonns of deeds and 
other legal documents
3. Dictate from briefs found In some of the 
Texas Statutes
4. Dictate from a Supreme Court ruling
While the opinions of two attorneys were sought 
regarding the type of questions which It would be 
desirable to Include on questionnaires to attorneys 
and legal secretaries, they also made additional sugges­
tions regarding what should be Included In the training 
of a legal secretary.
th1. W. J. Kills stated that the following qualifica­
tions are sought In legal secretaries:
1. A familiarity with legal Instruments and 
legal terminology
2. A background of law provided by a course 
in commercial law
•The writer was Informed by The Book Mart of Houston, 
Texas, where legal books are handled, that a small 
legal dictionary Is not published.
40299
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3. Training In office ethics
4e Ability to use the Dictaphone or Ediphone 
The Dean of the Law School of the University 
of Houston suggested the following qualifications and 
work requirements In a legal stenographer:
1. A good educational background
2. Accuracy in punctuation and spelling
3. A familiarity with legal terminology and 
legal Instruments
Qualifications and work accomplishments suggested 
voluntarily by attorneys and employment specialists Inter­
viewed were, by way of summary: a background knowledge 
of legal terms and phrases, mentioned six times; a 
familiarity with legal Instruments, seven times; accuracy, 
four times; a high degree of proficiency in stenographic 
skills, three times; training In office ethics, twice; 
training In the use of the Dictaphone or EdIphone, 
twice; legal experience as a prerequisite, twice, 
a high degree of Intelligence, once; a good educational 
background, once; and training In commercial law, once.
Two persons Interviewed also suggested teaching 
helps. Dictation from the legal form book was suggested 
twice; dictation from the Texas Ear Journal, or any 
statute book, twice; dictation from printed forms of 
legal Instruments, once; and putting a small legal 
dictionary In the hands of each student, once.
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Opinions of twenty-ei^ht attorneys. Questionnaires 
were mailed to fifty Houston, Texas, attorneys. Twenty- 
eight replied. Table II shows the qualifications and work 
accomplishments which these attorneys considered desirable 
In legal secretaries.
A familiarity with words common to the legal pro­
fession was checked on the questionnaire by twenty-seven 
attorneys, or 96.43 per cent, as being desirable. Absolute 
accuracy In transcription of legal Instruments was con­
sidered desirable by twenty-six attorneys, or 92.86 per 
cent. A familiarity with legal forms, such as deeds, 
wills, briefs, etc., was thought to be desirable by 
twenty-four attorneys, or 85.71 per cent. The ability 
to take office dictation at approximately 120 words a 
minute or higher was thought to be a desirable work ac­
complishment by twenty-three attorneys, or 82.14 per cent. 
A high typing speed was checked on the questionnaire by 
twenty-one attorneys, or 74.64 per cent. Training provided 
by "a course for legal stenographers" before entering employ­
ment In a law office was checked on the check list by twenty 
attorneys, or 71.43 per cent. The ability to use Dicta­
phone or Edlphone equipment efficiently was considered 
desirable by eighteen attorneys, or 64.29 per cent. Ten 
attorneys, or 35.71 per cent, considered a mlmlmum of 
four years of college training desirable. Eight attorneys,
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TABLE II
Frequency Distribution of Qualifications and Work Accomplishments 
Considered by 28 Attorneys in Houston, Texas 
to be Desirable in Legal Secretaries
Qualifications Frequency Per Cent
Familiarity with words common to the 
legal profession ..................................................... 27 96.43
Absolute accuracy in transcription of 
legal instruments..................................................... 26 92.86
Familiarity with legal forms, such as 
deeds, wills, briefs, etc.................................... 24 85.71
The ability to take office dictation at 
approximately 120 words a minute or 
higher ........................... .... ........................................... 23 82.14
A high typing speed............................................ 21 74.64
Training provided by "a course for legal 
stenographers" before entering employ­
ment in a law office..........................  . . . . 20 71.43
Ability to use Dictaphone or Ediphone 
equipment efficiently ........................................ 18 64.29
A minimum of four years of college train- 
ing............................................................................... 10 35.71
A required course in business law as a pre- 
requisite for employment .................................... 8 28.57
The usual training for stenographic employ­
ment without emphasis on legal stenography 8 28.57
The ability to take shorthand at court­
reporting speed..................................................... 6 21.43
To be read: Twenty-seven attorneys, or a total of 96.43 
per cent, considered a familiarity with words common to the 
legal profession to be a desirable qualification in legal 
secretaries.
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or 28.57 per cent, thought a required course In business 
law as a prerequisite for employment a desirable factor In 
the legal secretary’s training. The same number, eight, 
or 28.57 per cent, felt that the usual training for steno­
graphic employment without emphasis on legal stenography 
was sufficient. The ability to take shorthand at court­
reporting speed was thought to be a desirable qualification 
by six, or 21.43 per cent of the attorneys who replied to 
the questionnaires.
More than half of the attorneys felt that such 
qualifications and work accomplishments were desirable as: 
a familiarity with legal terms and Instruments, absolute 
accuracy, a high degree of proficiency In the skills of 
shorthand and typing, training provided by a course for 
legal stenographers, and the ability to use the Dictaphone 
or Edlphone. Less than half, or from 21 to 35 per cent, 
felt that such qualifications as: four years of college 
training, a course In business law, and the ability to 
take shorthand at court-reporting speed were desirable. 
Only 28 per cent felt that the usual training for steno­
graphic employment without emphasis on legal stenography 
was sufficient for the legal secretary.
Twenty out of twenty-eight attorneys ranked the 
qualifications and work accomplishments which they con­
sidered desirable In legal secretaries In the order of 
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their importance. Inasmuch as only pert of the attorneys 
ranked the qualifications, only the first tiiree rankings 
have been shown in Table III, and in this thesis.
Those which were given the position of having the 
first importance, or first rank, were: the ability to 
take office dictation at approximately 120 words a minute 
or higher, seven times; absolute accuracy in transcription 
of legal instruments, six times; training provided by ”a 
course for legal stenographers" before entering employ­
ment in a law office, three times; a high typing speed, 
three times; a familiarity with legal forms, such as deeds, 
wills, briefs, etc., three times; the usual training for 
stenographic employment without emphasis on legal stenog­
raphy, twice; and the ability to use the Dictaphone or 
Edlphor.e efficiently, twice.
Those qualifications ranked as having second 
importance were: absolute accuracy in transcription of 
legal instruments, nine times; a high typing speed, six 
times; a fanlllarlty with words connion to the legal pro­
fession, three times; the ability to take office dicta­
tion at approximately 120 words a minute or higher, once; 
training provided by "a course for legal s tenogrepbers” 
before entering employment in a law office, cr.ce; the 
usual training for stenographic employment without emphasis 
on legal stenography, cnee; the ability to use Dictaphone 
or Ediphone equipment efficiently, once.
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TABLE III
Qualifications and Work Accomplishments in Legal Secretaries 
Ranked According to their Importaace 
by 20 Houston, Texas, Attorneys
Qualification
First
Rank
Second 
Rank
Third 
Ranlc
The ability to take office dicta­
tion at approximately 120 words a 
minute or higher........................................ . 7 1 2
Absolute accuracy In transcrip- 
tlon of legal Instruments . . , . . . 6 9 2
Training provided by "a course for 
legal stenographers" before enter­
ing employment in a law office . . . . 3 1 2
A high typing speed........................  . . . 3 6 1
The usual training for steno­
graphic employment without emphasis 
on legal stenography ........ . 2 1 3
Familiarity with legal forms, such 
as deeds, wills, briefs, etc. . . . . 3 0 4
Ability to use Dictaphone or Edl- 
phone equipment efficiently . . . . . 2 1 2
Familiarity with words common to 
the legal profession ............................... . 0 3 5
A minimum of four years of college 
training ......................................................... . 0 0 1
To be read: The ability to take office dictation at 
approximately 120 words a minute or higher was ranked as being 
of first Importance by seven attorneys, of second Importance 
by one attorney, and of third importance by two attorneys.
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Those qualifications which were ranked third In 
Importance were: a familiarity with words common to the 
legal profession, five times; a familiarity with legal 
forms, such as deeds, wills, briefs, etc., four times; the 
usual training for stenographic employment without emphasis 
on legal stenography, three times; the ability to take office 
dictation at approximately 120 words a minute or higher, 
twice; absolute accuracy In transcription of legal instru­
ments, twice; training provided by "a course for legal steno­
graphers" before entering employment In a law office, twice; 
the ability to use Dictaphone or Ediphone equipment effi­
ciently, twice; a high typing speed, once; and a minimum of 
four years of college training, once.
The degree of correlation between the ranking of 
qualifications and work accomplishments In legal secretaries 
In Table III and the frequency with which they were checked 
as shown In Table II was so low as to be of little signifi­
cance. Three qualifications were mentioned by at least 
half or more of the twenty attorneys as having either first, 
second, or third Importance. They were: the ability to 
take office dictation at spproxlmately 120 words a minute 
or higher, absolute accuracy In transcription of legal 
Instruments, and a high typing speed. These three qualifica­
tions were among those which were voted to be desirable 
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qualifications In check lists mailed to attorneys. Their 
frequencies ranged from 75 to 93 per cent In the votes. 
Nineteen attorneys added qualifications and work 
accomplishments, which they considered desirable, to those 
already on the check list. They are shown In Table IV. 
The qualifications added, and the frequencies with which 
they occurred were: the ability to spell, six times, or 
31.58 per cent; accuracy In using grammar and punctuation, 
five, or 26.31 per cent; a pleasing personality, five, or 
26.31 per cent; Initiative, five, or 26.31 per cent; neat 
personal appearance, four, or 21.05 per cent; the ability 
to meet the public, three, or 15.79 per cent; ability to 
set up neat work, three, or 15.79 per cent, a calm disposi­
tion, three, or 15.79 per cent; a .limited knowledge of 
bookkeeping, two, or 10.53 per cent; a willingness aid 
desire to learn, two or 10.53 per cent; Intelligence, 
two, or 10.53 per cent; and knowledge of mechanics of letter 
writing, an orderly mind, a sense of responsibility, ability 
to understand and execute directions, ability to get along 
with other employees, a good vocabulary, alertness, and 
ability to keep matters In the law office confidential, 
each once, or 5.26 per cent.
Opinions of twenty-seven legal secretarle s. Table V 
presents the duties, and the frequency with which they were 
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TABLE IV
Additional Qualifications and Work Accomplishments in 
Legal Secretaries, Recommended by
19 Houston, Texas, Attorneys
S5
Qualification Frequency Per Cent
Ability to spell ..........................  . 6 31.58
Accuracy in using grammar and 
punctuation........................................ 5 26.31
Pleasing personality .................. . 5 26.31
Initiative .......................................  . 5 26.31
Neat Personal Appearance . . . . 4 21.05
Ability to meet the public . . . 3 15.79
Ability to set up neat work . . 3 15.79
A calm disposition ........................... 3 15.79
Limited knowledge of bookkeeping 2 10.53
Willingness and desire to learn. 2 10.53
Intelligence . .................................... 2 10.53
Knowledge of mechanics of 
letter writing..............................  . 1 5.25
An orderly mind............................... 1 5.26
A sense of responsibility . . . 1 5.26
Ability to understand and ex­
ecute directions ............................... 1 5.26
Ability to get along with other 
employees..............................  . . . 1 5.26
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TABLE IV
Additional Qualifications and Work Accomplishments in 
Legal Secretaries, Recommended by 
19 Houston, Texas, Attorneys
(continued)
Qualification Frequency Per Cent
A good vocabulary........................... . 1 5.26
Alertness ••• ............................... . 1 5.26
Ability to keep matters in the 
law office confidential . . . . . 1 5.26
To be read: Six attorneys, or 31.58 per cent, 
recommended the ability to spell as a desirable qualifica­
tion in a legal secretary.
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TABLE V
Principal Duties and Work Requirements Reported by 
27 Legal Secretaries Employed In Law Offices In 
Houston, Texas
Duties Frequency Per Cent
Filling out legal forms where 
Information Is typed In the 
blanks  26 96.30
Transcribing legal Instruments
with absolute accuracy . . . 24 88.89
Meeting clients who call at the 
office for appointments . . 24 88.89
Taking complete legal Instru­
ments from dictation . . . 23 85.19
Composing correspondence for 
employers ••••••••'• 19 70.37
Typing some legal Instruments 
on which no erasures are per- 
mltted ........... 18 66.67
Taking dictation for long 
periods of time . .................. 18 66.67
Consulting a legal dic­
tionary . . . ........................... 12 44.45
Taking verbatim testimony . 9 33.35
Consulting a shorthand 
dictionary .................................... 5 18.52
Taking proceedings in court 0 0.00
To be read: Twenty-six legal secretaries, or 
96.30 per cent, were required to fill out legal forms 
where Information was typed In the blanks. 
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perfarmed, of twenty-seven legal secretaries In Houston, 
Texas, who responded to questionnaires. Legal forms to 
be filled out, where Information Is typed In the blanks, 
were reported to be duties by twenty-six secretaries, or 
96.30 per cent; transcribing legal Instruments with 
absolute accuracy, twenty-four, or 88.89 per cent; meet­
ing clients who call at the office for appointments, 
twenty-four, or 88.89 per cent; taking complete legal 
Instruments from dictation (In addition to filling In the 
blanks of printed legal forms), twenty-three, or 85.19 
per cent; composing correspondence for employers, nineteen, 
or 70.37 per cent; typing some legal Instruments on which 
no erasures are permitted, eighteen, or 66.67 per cent; 
taking dictation for long periods of time, eighteen, or 
66.67 per cent; consulting a legal dictionary, twelve, 
or 44.45 per cent; taking verbatim testimony, nine, or 
33.35 per cent; consulting a shorthand dictionary, five, 
or 18.52 per cent. No secretaries reported that their 
work Included taking proceedings In court.
Secretarial duties Involving stenographic skills 
were reported to be performed by from 67 to 96 per cent 
of the stenographers. Composing correspondence for 
employers was reported to be a duty by a significant 
number of stenographers, 70 per cent. The non-stenographlc 
duty of meeting clients who call at the office for 
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appointments was reported by approximately 90 per cent of 
the secretaries to be one of their duties. Less than half 
of the secretaries reported that they consulted legal or 
shorthand dictionaries, or that they were required to take 
verbatim testimony.
Seventeen legal secretaries reported additional 
duties which they were required to perform. They are 
tabulated In Table VI. The duty most frequently men­
tioned was filing, having a frequency of ten, or 58.82 
per cent; answering the telephone was mentioned by seven 
secretaries, or 41.18 per cent; bookkeeping by five, or 
29.41 per cent; purchasing and Inventorying supplies by 
four, or 23.53 per cent; meeting clients who call at the 
office by four, or 23.53 per cent; making appointments by 
three, or 17.65 per cent; operating a dictaphone by three, 
or 17.65 per cent; and one stenographer, or 5.29 per cent, 
mentioned taking In collections and making deposits for 
estates, taking care of attorney’s desk, relieving switch­
board operator, acting as notary public, opening and 
distributing the mall, looking after court docket, and 
checking and paying all bills
Legal words and phrases. A list of approximately 
three hundred twenty-five legal words and phrases which 
were found to occur In a commercial law textbook are
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TAELE VI
Additional Duties Actually Performed by Legal Secretaries 
Listed by 17 Stenographers Employed 
in Law Offices in Houston, Texas
Duties Frequency Per Cent
Filing  10 58.82
Answering the telephone....................... 7 41.18
Bookkeeping ..... ........................... 5 29.41
Purchasing and Inventorying
supplies.......................................................... 4 23.53
Meeting clients who call at the
office................................................ 4 23.53
Making appointments................ 3 17.65
Operating a Dictaphone............ 3 17.65
Taking in collections and making
deposits for estates................. 1 5.29
Taking care of attorney’s desk . . . 1 . 5.29
Relieving switchboard operator . . . 1 5.29
Acting as Notary Public ...... 1 5.29
Opening and distributing the mall . 1 5.29
Looking after court docket .................. 1 5.29
Checking and paying all bills . . . 1 5.29
To be read: Ten legal secretaries, or 58.82 per 
cent, mentioned filing as one of their duties in the law 
office.
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Included In the Appendix of thia study. Together with 
their shorthand outlines, and a concise definition, they 
are suggested as a basic list In the content of a course 
of study for legal stenographers.
Sum ary. The findings as a result of the research
In this study revealed that:
1« There was a paucity of published textual material 
for a course of study for legal secretaries.
2. Qualifications and work requirements considered
desirable In legal secretaries are:
a. A fanillarlty with words common to the 
legal profession
b. Tie ability to transcribe legal Instru­
ments with absolute accuracy
c. A familiarity with legal forms
d. T.ie ability to take dictation at 120 
words a minute or higher
e. The ability to type rapidly
f. The ability to use the Edlphone or 
Dictaphone
g. The ability to prepare legal forms
In which information must be supplied 
In the blanks
h. Accuracy In typing so that certain 
Instruments may be prepared without 
erasures
1. The ability to compose correspondence
j. The tact and courtesy with which to 
meet clients and answer the telephone
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k. The ability to take dictation for long 
periods of time
l. A knowledge of filing principles and 
procedures
m. A knowledge of bookkeeping
n. A good working knowledge of spelling, 
grammar, and punctuation
o. The ability to Inventory and order 
supplies
p. The ability to do neat work
3. Personal qualifications considered desirable were:
a. A pleasing personality
b. initiative
c« lie at personal appearance 
de A calm disposition
e, Willingness and desire to learn
fe Intelligence
In the following chapter the findings of this 
study are concisely summarized, conclusions are stated, 
and recommendations are made.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY ARD CONCLUSIONS
The final chapter of this study presented a 
summary of the findings of the previous chapters. It 
restated the problem and outlined the method used for 
making the study.
The purpose of this study was to set up a one- 
semester course of study, on the college level, for legal 
secretaries.
A survey was made by means of questionnaires mailed 
to fifty Houston, Texas, attorneys and their secretaries 
to determine the qualifications and work requirements of 
legal secretaries. The check lists were based upon the 
suggestions of employment specialists and attorneys, who 
named the qualifications and work requirements of legal 
stenographers which they considered desirable. Twenty- 
el git attorneys and twenty-seven secretaries replied to 
the questionnaires.
The survey included available literature per­
taining to the training of legal secretaries.
Summary. The study revealed that there was a 
need for a course for legal stenographers. It was found 
that the literature published for the training of legal 
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secretaries was inadequate. The returned check lists pro­
vided the basis for a course for lepsl secretaries.
1. The textual material for the training of legal 
secretaries is limited to three available texts, the con­
tent of which is Inadequate for a one-semester course for 
legal stenographers on the college level. Other material 
designed for the training of legal secretaries was limited 
to one chapter in a small number of texts designed for 
classes in office practice.
2. Two investigations showed the need for the 
training of legal secretaries. A survey of a Houston, 
Texes, newspaper revealed that 10.46 per cent of all 
advertisements for stenographers were for legal stenog­
raphers. Replies to questionnaires revealed that 71.46 
per cent of the attorneys considered a course for legal 
stenographers desirable.
3. The following significant findings were a result 
of tine questionnaires:
a. Qualifications and work requirements In legal 
secretaries considered desirable by more than 
50 per cent of the attorneys were:
(1) A familiarity with legal instruments 
and legal terms
(2) Accuracy
(3) A high typing speed end a speed of at 
least 120 words a minute in taking 
dictation
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(4) Ability to use the Ediphone or 
Dictaphone
b. Duties performed by more than 50 per cent 
of the legal secretaries
(1) Filling information in printed legal 
blanks
(2) Transcribing with absolute accuracy
(3) Meeting clients and answering the 
telephone
(4) Taking complete legal instruments 
from dictation
(5) Composing correspondence
(6) Typing some legal Instiuments without 
erasures
(7) Taking dictation for long periods of 
time
c. Additional qualifications and work require­
ments mentioned by more than 10 per cent
of botii attorneys and legal secretaries
(1) Ability to spell
(2) Accuracy in the use of grammar and 
punctuation
(3) Pleasing personality
(4) Initiative
(5) Neat personal appearance
(6) Ability to do neat work
(7) A calm disposition
(8) Limited knowledge of bookkeeping
(9) Willingness and desire to learn
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(10) Intelligence
(11) Filing
(12) Purchasing and Inventorying supplies
RecommendstIons• A one-semester course of study 
for the training of legal secretaries was recommended 
and set up, the content of which was:
1. Orientation
2. Legal letters
3. Legal Instruments
4. Meeting clients and answering the telephone
5. Filing
6. Legal terms and phrases
7. Skill building
The method suggested that the student be trained 
by giving legal dictation and providing work similar to 
that which would be done In the legal office.
Further study. The literature reviewed Indicated 
that there was a lack of material prepared for legal 
dictation. The writer recommends that additional study 
might Include the preparation of legal dictation material, 
with counted syllables for dictation In the class room.
**»»*♦***»
PART II
COURSE OF STUDY-
**
**
**
**
**
A PROPOSED COURSE OF STUDY
For
Training Legal Stenographers 
7 '
A course for legal stenographers Is outlined 
below. The content of the course Is based upon the 
findings of this study. Prerequisites suggested are 
two years of shorthand and typing, or their equivalents. 
It Is recommended that the Instructor for the course be 
one who has had experience In a legal office.
AIKS
A. General
1. To provide practice In the secretarial routine 
of a legal office.
2. To cultivate the proper attitudes necessary 
for the success of a legal stenographer.
3. To develop the accuracy and skill necessary 
for success as a legal stenographer.
4. To familiarize the student with the courts and 
court procedure.
B. Specific
1. To familiarize the student with legal terms and 
legal Instruments In use In an attorney’s office.
2. To provide practice In writing legal letters.
3. To provide practice In legal filing.
4. To provide practice In transcribing legal 
Instruments from shorthand and from the 
Edlphone or Dictaphone.
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5. To provide practice In filling out legal 
forms where Information la typed In the 
blanks.
CONTENT
Unit I. Orientation
The purpose of this unit Is to familiarize the 
student with the duties and educational background required 
of the legal secretary.
A. Scope of the legal secretary’s work
1. Nesting clients
2. Answering the telephone
3. Filing
4. Keeping financial records
5. Observing the ethics of a law office
6. Taking and transcribing letters and 
legal documents
B. Background of legal Information
1. The courts
a. Civil and criminal courts
(1) In a civil case action Is brought 
by one person against another
(2) In a criminal case action Is 
brought by the state against an 
Individual
b. Courts of law and equity
(1) In a court of law one sues another 
to recover damages
(2) In a court of equity a decree Is 
Issued commanding a person to 
perform an act or refrain from 
performing It
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c. Federal courts
(1) "United States District Courts
(2) United States Circuit Courts of 
Appeal
(3) The Supreme Court of the United 
States
d. State Courts
(1) County courts
(2) Circuit courts
(3) Appellate Courts
2. Steps in a court case
a. The plaintiff’s complaint
(1) Also called a petition
(2) The instrument in which the plaintiff 
shows the cause for his action end 
asks for damages
"b. The defendant’s answer
(1) Also called a demurrer
(2) An instrument In which the defendant 
denies the charges in the plaintiff’s 
petition
c. The court hearing
References:
n
pp,
pp.
1-6.
7-35.
36-40.
47-54.
199-207
208-213
214-217
Antus, John Law Office Secretary’s Uanual. ITew York: 
Inc., T940.
"The Beginner in the Law Office 
"The Plaintiff’s Legal Papers," 
"The Defendant’s Legal Papers." 
"Noticing the Case for Trial," 
"Courts of Law and Equity," 
"Criminal Cases and Practice," 
"Appeals"
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Baten, Charles E., Sanuel F. ‘.Veaver, and Haymond P. Kelley, 
The Law Stenorrepher. Hew York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1937.
"A Kodem Law Partnership," pp. 5-25.
Connelly, Eva. L., and Thomas P. L'aroney, The Legal Secretary 
Hew York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1945.
"The Courts," pp. 7-13
"Basic Pleadings and Rules of Practice," pp. 14-47 
"Personalities in the Law Office," pp. 139-154
Unit II. Legal Letters
The purpose of this unit Is to familiarize the
student with the type of letter that Is written in a law 
office and to furnish practice in typing that letter.
A. Legal letter styles
1. The Indented style
2. The blocked style
3. The hanging-indention style
a. The style used will be one of the above, 
or a modification thereof, whatever is 
preferred by the employer
4. Other details
a. There Is the choice of "esquire" or 
"attorney at law" In the inside 
address, whichever is the local custom 
and choice of the attorney
Example: John Doe, Esquire — or
Hr. John Doe 
Attorney at Law
b. The subject Is often Indicated In a 
legal letter, so that the letter may 
be filed with the case to which it 
pertains
Example: In re: John Smith vs. David Jones
B. Dictation material
1. Dictate lefal letters and have the student 
transcribe them
a. Emphasize accuracy
1. One error in transcription mlrht 
alter the outcome of a case
b. Emphasize neatness
1. An attorney’s professional ethics 
do not permit him to advertise, 
but he may rely somewhat upon the 
hlfh quality of the work going out 
of his office to win him a good 
reputation
C« Composition of legal letters
1. Instruct the student to write letters from 
Information furnished by the teacher
References:
For letter form end technicalltles--
Antus, John J., Law Office Secretary’s I'enual. Kew York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1910. 
pp. 163-169, 249-250, and 231.
Butterfield, Willi am E., The Business Letter In liodern 
Form, hew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1933. 
pp. £8-39.
Connelly, Eva. L., and Thomas P. Earoney, The Leral Secretary 
Kew York: The Gregg Publishing Comoany, 1945. 
IP* 87-97.
Eldridge, Edward E., Blanche G. Stickney, and Rufus Stickney, 
Shor th and Read Ing and Dlctati on Exercises. New York : 
American Book Company, 1939. 
jp« 243—256.
Relgner, Charles G., Legal Typing Practice. Baltimore: 
The H. K. Rowe Company, 1938. 
pp. 96.
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___ , English for Business Use. BsL tlmore: The H. K. 
Rowe Company, 19SC. 
Pp. 166.
For Dictation material—
Eaten, Charles E., Samuel P. Weaver, and Raymond P. Kelley, 
The Law Stenoprepher. Kew York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1937. 
pp. 65-102.
Relgner, Charles G., Hew Dictation Course In Business 
Literature. Baltimore^ The 3. Y. Rowe Company, 1927. 
Letters Kos. 16, 22, 26, 52, 54, 61, 62, 68, 104, 105, 
110, 137, 143, 145, 169, 218, 219, 224, 225, 249, 285, 
306, 314, 352, 393, 395, 412, and 424.
_ , Secretarial Training. Baltimore: The E. M. 
Rowe Company, I'S’SS.
ip. 318-345.
Unit III., Legal Instruments
The student should Learn how to type a legal Instru­
ment In the proper form and should obtain experience In 
taking legal Instruments from dictation end transcribing 
them. This unit should constitute the major part of the 
course.
A. Format of legal documents
1. Typed on legal-size paper, 8^ x 13 or 14
2. Double spaced
a. Property descriptions are Indented 
and single spaced
3. Two or more copies are made
4. Pages are numbered at the bottom, Inasmuch 
as the Instruments are stapled at the top
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5» Erasing
a. All erasures must be neat and not 
easily discernible
b. In some law offices no erasures are 
permitted on deeds, wills, promissory 
notes, etc.
6. Caption
a. The caption of a legal Instrument to 
be used In litigation always contains 
the following and Is arranged in a 
similar fora:
The State of Texas ) In the  Court 
j of
County of ) County," 'Texas.
John Doe )
-vs- ) Demurrer 
James Brown )
7. Legal back
a. The original arri one carbon copy are 
"backed"
b. The case heading Is typed on the legal 
"back" before the papers are stapled 
In It
B. Legal Instruments with blanks In which data are 
to be Inserted
The student should fill in the blanks of
legal Instruments with names, amounts, and dates 
supplied by the instructor.
1. Deed
a. Warranty
This is the most desirable type of deed 
for ths buyer
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b. Quitclaim
This transfers v/hatever title the maker 
may have In the property
2. Lease
A contract transferring possession of property
3. Mortgage
a. Conditional conveyance of property
1. Chattel mortgage
2. Real estate mortgage
4. Other types of legal forms available
C. Legal Instruments for dictation
The purpose that an Instrument serves should 
be explained before It Is dictated. Students 
should transcribe some of the dictation and read 
back part of It In class. Neatness and accuracy 
should be emphasized In the transcription. 
Transcription should be "word for word," as any 
deviation might alter the entire Instrument.
1. Deed
a. Warranty
b. Bargain and sale
c. Quitclaim
2. Complaint
a. The Instrument In which the plaintiff 
sets forth his complaint
3. Demurrer
a. A pleading which answers or raises an 
objection to the plaintiff's complaint
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4. Mortgage
a. Chattel
b. Real estate
5. Will
6. Power of Attorney
a. A legal Instrument by means of which 
one person appoints another to act 
In his stead
7. Affidavits, depositions, etc.
8. All types of legal Instruments are found 
in the legal form book, as well as all 
possible variations of each type
References:
For form of legal documents —
Antus, John J., Law Office Secretary*s Manual. New York: 
Prent Ice-Hall, Inc. , 1940. 
pp, 7-91.
Eaten, Charles E., Samuel P. Weaver, and Raymond P. Kelley, 
The Law Stenographer. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1937. 
pp. 116-170.
Beaner, Esther Klhn, and Ruth J. Plimpton, Effective 
Secretarial Practice. Cincinnati: South-’Western 
Publishing Company, 1944. 
pp. 519-540.
Blanchard, Clyde I., and Harold H. Smith, Typing for 
Business. New York: The Gregg Publishing Company,1946. 
pp. 212-222.
Brown, Thomas Kite, Tine Secretary’s Desk Book. Philadelphia: 
Universal Book and Bible House, 1941. 
pp. 287-8.
Brown, Thomas Kite, '.7. J. Pelo, and Violet Bender, The 
Secretary’s Desk Book. Chicago: The John C. Winston 
Company, 193o^ 
pp. 276-288.
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Connelly, Eva L., and Thomas P. L'aroney, The Leral Secretary. 
Kew York: The Qresg Publishing Comoany, 1945. 
pp. 98-114.
Dake, L. Gilbert, The 1'odern I'ethod of Touch Typewriting. 
Chicago: Lyons end Carnahan, 1931. 
pp. 142-156.
Doutt, Howard M., Secretarial Science. Chicago: Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc., 1946. 
pp. 508-526.
Gregg, John Robert, Applied Secretarial Practice. New York: 
The Gregg Publishing Company, 1941. 
pp. 277-296.
_______ , The Private Secretary. New York: The Gregg Publish­
ing Company, 1944. 
pp. 255-257.
Holland Kathryn, Garrett, Speed and Accuracy Builder. 
Baltimore: The H. M. Rowe Company, 1939. 
pp. 41-43.
Hutchinson, Lois Irene, Standard Handbook for Secretaries. 
New York: McGraw Hill Company, 1947. 
pp. 459-468.
Lessenberry, D. D., and S. J. Wanous, College Typevzr 1 ting. 
Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1947. 
pp. 322-336.
Loso, Foster W., and Peter L. Agnew, Secretarial Office 
Practice. New York: Sou th-'Western Publishing Company, 
1943. 
pp. 248-254.
Mitchell, E. IT. Advanced Typewriter Practice Book, Con­
taining Instruments In Continuity^ (Unpublished book, 
in mimeographed form, copyright 1938). 210 pp.
Relgner, Charles G., Colle re Secretarial Practice. 
Baltimore: The E. M. iiowe Company, 1942. 
pp. 143-205.
_______ , Legal Typing Practice. Baltimore: The H. M. 
Rowe Company, 1938. 96 pp.
SoRelle, Rupert P., and Harold E. Smith, Gregg Typing 
Technicpies and Projects. New York: The Gregg Publ 1 sh- 
ing Company, 1932. 
pp. 132-139.
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Stuart, Esta Rosa, Stuart Typing. Boston: D. 0. Heath 
and Company, 1939.
pp. 278-286.
Talntor, Sarah Augusta, an3 Kate M. Monro, The Secretary1s 
Handbook. ITew York: The MacMillan Company, 1930. 
pp. 246-259.
Wanous, S. J., Modern Secretarial Training. New York:
The Ronald Press, 1938.
pp. 264-281.
For dictation mat er I al—
The only matter counted for timing Is that con­
tained in The Law Stenographer by Baten, 'leaver, and Kelley 
and Rational Dictation Studles by McNamara and Baten. 
Matter dictated from the other references will be dictated 
without actual timing.
Antus, John J., Lew Office Secretary1s Manual. New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1940. 
pp.293-345.
Baten, Charles E., Samuel P. Weaver, and Raymond P. Kelley, 
The Law Stenographer. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1937. 
pp. 103-296.
Mitchell, E. N., Legal Instruments In Continuity, Vol. I, 
(Unpublished Book In multigraphe^" form, copyrlght 1933) 
291 pp.
, Legal Instruments In Continuity, Vol. IT. (unpub- 
llshed book In multlgrapTTed form, copyright 1938). 
378 pp.
McNamara, Edward J., and Charles E. Baten, Rational Dicta­
tion Stud les. New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 
pp. 213-227.
Stay ton, Robert St ay ton Annotated Texas Forms. Kansas 
City: Vernon Law Book Company# 1948.
Volume I, 1130 pp.
Volume II, pp.1131-2700.
Volume III, pp.2701-4494.
Texas Bar Journal.
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Lnlt IV. I'eetinr Clients end Answering the Telephone
A. The Receptionist
The legal secretary rrust usually act as 
receptionist at sone time or other.
1. Courtesy
2. Tact and judgment
The secretary must conserve her employer’s 
time by tactfully turning unprofitable 
callers away and admitting others to her 
employer’s office
3. Accuracy In talcing names and messages
B. Telephone Technique
1. Courtesy
2. Accuracy in taking names and messages
3. Answer by giving the name of the firm 
or by Identifying oneself
4. Speak in a low, well-modulated voice 
directly Into the transmitter
References:
Antus, John J., Law Of fl ce Secretary’s l.anual. Kew York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1940.
pp. 267-269.
Connelly, Eva L., and Thomas P. Llaroney, The, Legal Secretary. 
Kew York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1945. 
pp. 149-154.
Lnlt V. Filing in the Legal Office
A. The numeric system Is always suggested for the 
law office
1. A card Index Is filed alphabetically
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2. The card refers by number to the folder 
In which papers are filed
3. All matters pertaining to one case 
are filed In one folder
References:
Antus, John J., Law Office Secretary’s 1'anuale Lew York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1940. 
Ip. 249.
Rudders, E. R., Indexing and Filing. New York: The Ronald 
Press Company, 1916. 
pp.215-226.
Kean, A^nes J., and Ernestine C. Donaldson, 7/orld Book In 
Secretarial Science. Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 
1942. 
pp.91.
NcCord, James K., A Textbook of Filing. New York: D. 
Apple ton and Company, 1920. 
pp. 105-117.
Weeks, Bertha N., Eow to File and Index. Hew York: The 
Ronald Press Company, 1942. 
pp. 212-222.
Unit VI, Legal Terms end Phrases
The purpose of this unit Is to familiarize the 
student with common legal terms, their meanings, and the 
shorthand outlines of those legal terms end phrases.
A. Dictate a few legal terms and phrases dally
1. Explain meanings of terms
2. Put shorthand outlines on board as words 
are dIctated
References:
This thesis: pp. 104-126.
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Eaten, Charles E., Samiel P. Weaver, and Raymond P. Kelley, 
The Law Stenographer. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1937. 
pp. 27-64.
Connelly, Eva L., and Thomas P. Maroney, The Legal Secretary. 
New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1945. 
pp. 155-2S7.
Swem, Charles Lee, and John Robert Gregg, Gregg Shorthand 
Reporting Course. Nev/ York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1§ 36. 
pp. 82-80, and 97-105.
Unit VII. Skill Building
The purpose of this unit is to develop greater 
skill in shorthand and typing.
A. Shorthand
1. Dictate ’’literary matter” for developing 
speed
2. Develop a minimum shorthand speed of 
120 words a minute
B. Typing
1. Give "timings” occasionally in laboratory 
period
2. Provide typing practice in difficult 
legal words
3. Develop a minimum typing speed of 60 nwpm
References:
Berlin, Mary K., Eelmira Nunes, and Benjamin Fromberg, 
Graphic Transcription. New York: The Gregg Publish­
ing Company, 1943. T42 pp.
Blanchard, Clyde I., and Charles E.Zoubeck, Expert Short­
hand Speed Course. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1945. T36 pp.
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Bottome, Wlllsrd B., The Stenographic Expert. Kew York: 
The Greg3 Publishing Coripeny, 1922. 263 pp.
Gre5S» John Robert, Greg" Speed Bulldin". New York: The 
Gregg Publishing Coir'pany, 1941. 682 pp.
Leslie, Louis A., Congresslonel Record Dictation. New York: 
The Gregg Publishing Company. 213 pp.
_______ , Jury-Charge Dictation. New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Corripany. 258 pp.
_______ , Testimony Dictation. New York: The Gregg Publish­
ing Company. 250 pp.
Zoubeck, Charles E., 200 Takes for Building Shorthand Speed. 
New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1946. 308 pp.
ITT HOD
The work in the class room should duplicate as 
nearly as possible the actual work that the law stenog­
rapher vrould be required to do in a legal office. It 
should consist of the dictation of letters and legal instru­
ments primarily. In addition, the student should be drilled 
in writing the common legal terms and phrases in shorthand.
The student should be required to read back in 
class a large portion of dictated matter. She should also 
be required to transcribe letters and legal Instruments 
during a laboratory period. Absolute accuracy should be 
the goal in those transcriptions, as well as neatness and 
acceptable form. Careful attention should be given to 
punctuation and spelling.
Enough dictation should be given on the Edlphone 
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or Dictaphone to familiarize the student thoroughly with 
the use of those machines.
Some time should be ylven to filing, telephone 
technique, and the matter of receiving callers. Learning 
how to file in the legal office could be made practical 
by having each student file the carbon copies of the 
letters and legal Instruments she transcribes.
SL'GGZSTDD ALLOCATICi; C7 7IIT:
Dumber
L’nit of Weeks
I Orientation  i
II Legal Letters  1
III Legal Instruments 10
IV Meeting Clients and Answering the 
Telephone . . . . . 
V Filing in the Legal Office . . ................... 1
VI Legal Terms and Phrases...........................  . . . 2
VII Skill Building  1
Reviewing and Testing 1
Total 18
It is not suggested that the content be taught in 
the order given above. "Low to file in the legal office" 
may be taken up on several occasions during the course 
rat’rsr than concentrated in one week’s instruction. A 
few minutes each day may be given to the dictation of 
C8
legal terns and pleases. The teacher nlfht use a part of 
a class period weekly dictating at high speeds for skill 
building. The allocation of tine merely suggests the 
approximate portion of time for each unit.
Speed in typing may be improved by devoting a few 
minutes of each laboratory period to "timings’1 and remedial 
drills.
LESSOR PLAITS AITD TESTIKG
A. Sample Lesson Plans
1. A plan for a class period
10 minutes -- Drill on executing the short­
hand outlines of legal terms
25 ” — Dictation of legal letters end
instruments
10 ” — Deeding back dictated material
5 " Coing over shorthand notes
Y/hlch are to b e transcribed 
in laboratory period
2. A plan for a class period
10 minutes -- Drill on executing the short­
hand outlines of legal terms
15 ” — Explanation of the difference
between civil and criminal 
courts and the type of case 
tried in each court
20 " — Dictation of documents neces­
sary to initiate a civil case: 
the retainer agreement, the 
summons, the plaintiff’s peti­
tion, and the verification
5 2 — Going over shorthand notes
which are to be transcribed in 
laboratory period
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3. A plan for a laboratory period
10 minutes — Practice In typing difficult 
legal terms
10 " —A n timing"
30 " —. Transcription of legal letters
or documents dictated In class
B. Testing
A performance test should be given. Dictate legal 
Instruments for transcription. Emphasize accuracy In 
transcription rather than the "words per minute" at which 
the matter was dictated or transcribed. In evaluating 
the test, consideration should be given to: accuracy 
of transcription, neatness of arrangement, form of docu­
ment, spelling, punctuation, end grammar.
ACTIVITIES
1. Field trips: Visit local courts and the offices of 
legal firms.
2. Talks by attorneys: Invite attorneys to speak In the 
class.
3. A word list: Eave the students prepare a list of legal 
words and phrases from the legal documents that are 
dictated In class. Arrange the list alphabetically in 
a notebook. Include shorthand outlines opposite the 
legal terms.
STAIDA3DS
1. Shorthand speed: A minimum of 120 words a minute.
2. Typing speed: A minimum of 60 net words per minute.
3. Absolute accuracy In transcription.
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4. Correct spelling, cranrrnr, end punctuation.
5. A standard of neatness acceptable to the legal profession.
E2UIPLSIT
A. Student materials
1. Legal-size paper
2. Legal "backs"
3. Printed legal forms
(About 150 different forms are available at 
Wilson Stationery and Printing Company, 1020 
Prairie, Houston, Texas.)
4. A reference book to be used as a text, either 
Antus, Eaten, or Connelly
5. A secretary’s handbook, such as the Standard 
Hand book for Secretaries by Hutchinson
6. Stenographers’ notebooks
B. Teacher’s materials
1. Black’s Law Dictionary, which should also be 
made available for student use
2. Other references for dictation, format of legal 
documents, etc., to be selected from the biblio­
graphy of this course of study.
C. Supplementary materials
1, References for spelling rules, grammar, punctua­
tion, training in office ethics, suggestions for 
the secretary’s personal appearance and business 
dress.
Babenroth, A. Charles, and Charles Chandler Parkhurst, 
Hodem BusIness English. New York: Prentlce- 
Eall, Inc., 1942.
pp. 597-608.
Eager, Hubert A., Lillian Grissom Wilson, E. Lillian 
Hutchinson, and Clyde Insley Blanchard, The 
English of Business. New York: The Gregg 
£uoll shins’- Company, 1945.
Pp.177-228.
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KacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fitting Yourself for 
Business. New York: MeGrew-till Book Company, 
1947.
pp. 162-181, aid 301-326.
Maule, Frances, She Strlves to Conquer. New York: 
Funk and uagnalls Company, 1934. 298 pp.
Relgner, Charles G., College Secretarial Practice. 
Baltimore: The E. L'. Rowe Company, 1942'. 
pp. 27 6-288, and 256-265.
_, English for Business Use. Baltimore: 
the H. M. Rowe Company, T938.
pp. 95-139.
PART III
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND APPENDIX
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
A. BOOKS
z. Antus, John J., Law Office Secretary^ Manual. New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1940. 361 pp.
Designed as a basic text for use In a course for 
legal a t enograp hers.
Eabenroth, Charles A., and Charles Chandler Parkhurst, 
Modern Business English. New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1942, 6UiB pp.
The fundamentals of business English, Including grammar, 
spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Baten, Charles E., Samuel P. Weaver, and Raymond P. Kelley, 
The Law Stenographer. New York: The (k^egg Publish­
ing Company, 1937. 304 pp.
A manual providing subject matter for those prepar­
ing for positions in law offices.
t— Beamer, Esther Klhn, and Ruth J. Plimpton, "Legal Duties," 
Effective Secretarial Practices. Cincinnati: South- 
We’shern' Publishing Company, 1944. pp. 519-540.
A chapter containing instructions for the legal sec­
retary regarding the preparation of legal Instruments 
and other duties.
Berlin, Mary K., Belmlra Nunes, and Benjamin Fromberg, 
Graphic Transcription. New York: The Gregg Publish- 
Ing Company, 1943. ?42 pp.
Dictation material Including a wide vocabulary range, 
as well as shorthand outlines.
Blade, Henry Canpbell, Law Dictionary. St. Paul: West 
Publishing Company, 15337 1544 pp.
A dictionary of legal terms.
Blackstone, E. G., and S. L. Smith, "Speed," and "Remedial 
Instruction," Improvement of Instruction In Typewrit­
ing. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19457" pp. 215- 
325, and 408-544.
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Methods which the teacher may employ in the class room 
for developing speed and correcting deficiencies.
Blanchard, Clyde I., and Harold H. Smith, "Legal Instru­
ments," Typing for Business. New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, 1946. pp.212-222.
This section gives instruction in filling in blanks 
in legal forms and typing complete legal instruments.
Blanchard, Clyde I., and Charles E. Zoubek, Expert Short­
hand Speed Course. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1945, T36 pp.
A text designed for speed building through reading 
shorthand and taking dictation.
Bottome, Willard B., The Stenographic Expert. New York: 
The Gregg Publishing Company, 1922. 263 pp.
Designed for use as an advanced textbook, particularly 
for preparing stenographers who wish to enter the 
field of reporting.
Brown, Harold S., "Numeric Filing," Filing Theory and 
Practice. New York: N. E. E. Hubbara & Company, Inc., 
1533. pp. 24-27.
Shows how the system of numeric filing may be used in 
the lawyer’s office.
Brown, Thomas Kite, "Legal Forms," The Secretary’s Desk 
Book. Philadelphia: Universal book and Bible bouse, 
1941. pp. 287-288.
A short section designed to familiarize the secretary 
with legal forms.
Brown, Thomas Kite, W. J. Pelo, and Violet Bender, "Reports, 
Briefs, aid Legal Forms," and "Parliamentary Procedure 
and Minutes," The Secretary’s Desk Book. Chicago: 
The John C. Winston Company, 1936. pp. 276-288, and 
289-294.
A guide to the preparation of reports, briefs, and 
legal instruments, and a guide for preparing minutes 
of stockholders’ meetings.
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Butterfield, William He, "The Inside Address," and "The 
Salutation," The Business Letter in Modern Forme 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Ince, 1938e pp. 5i-65, and 
84-91.
The correct arrangement of the inside address, includ­
ing the use of esquire; also the correct forms of 
salutation, including salutations when "esquire" has 
been used in the inside address.
Campbell, William Giles, A Form Book for Thesis Writing, 
Boston: Houghton MlfJlin Company, 1'939, TfctS pp,
A guide for the format of theses, including instructions 
for footnotes, bibliographies, and other details.
Connelly, Eva L., and Thomas P. Maroney, The Legal Secretary. 
New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1645. 298 pp.
Designed for use as a basic text for a class for pros­
pective stenographers.
, The Legal Secretary Teacher’s Manual. New York: 
The Gregg" Polishing Company, 1947. 56 pp.
A manual designed as an aid for the teacher when The 
Legal Secretary is used as a text.
Dake, L. Gilbert, "Legal Typing," The Modern Method of 
Touch Typewriting. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, T95I7 ppTTICTEt.
Instructions for typing legal documents.
Doutt, Howard M., "Meetings and Minutes," Secretarial 
Science. Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1946.' 
pp.5087526.
Instructions to aid the secretary in writing minutes, 
by-laws, charters of incorporation, etc.
Eldridge, Edward H., Blanche G. Stickney, and Rufus Stickney, 
"Legal Letters," Shorthand Reading and Dictation Ex­
ercises. New York: American Book Company, 1939. 
pp. 243'-256.
The entire book has a wide vocabulary with shorthand 
outlines. Legal letters are included.
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Gregg, John Robert, "Legal Forms," Applied Secretarial 
Practice. New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 
1941. pp.277-296.
Explanation of the rudiments of business law for the 
stenographer. A description of common legal docu­
ments, with a few legal terms.
______ , Gregg Reporting Shortcuts. New York: The Gregg 
Fulfilshlng Company, 1922. 248 pp.
Designed for the use of students preparing to become 
reporters, particularly court reporters.
, &*egg Shorthand Dictionary. New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, "1930 . 260 pp.
A dictionary of shorthand outlines.
,"Law Dictation," Gregg Speed Building. New York: 
the Gregg Publishing Company, IS’4T^ pp.487-505.
Legal terms and instruments for dictation.
_______ , "The Legal Department," The Private Secretary. 
New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1944. 
pp. 255-267.
This explains the work that is done in the legal depart­
ment of any business. The stenographer’s work in that 
department is explained.
Hagar, Hubert A., Lillian Grissom Wilson, E. Lillian 
Hutchinson, and Clyde Insley Blanchard, The English of 
Business. New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 
1935. £08 pp.
A reference Ibr the correct use cf grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, and a guide for letter writing.
Halnfield, Charles F., "The Telephone," "Legal Forms and 
Specifications," and "Legal Filing," Secretarial 
Practice. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1932. 
pp. 79-102, 117-118, and 228-229.
Explains telephone technique, the correct forms for 
legal documents, and how to file in the legal office.
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Earap, Henry, The Technique of Curriculum Kaklng. Hew York: 
The KacMIlian Company, 1929. 315 pp.
The technique of building curricula, determining ob­
jectives from primary and secondary data, and compos­
ing teaching units.
Holland, Kathryn Garrett, ’’Legal Documents,” Speed and 
Accuracy Builder.” Baltimore: The H. M. Rowe Company, 
1939. pp.35-43.
Two lessons in the stenographic work of preparing 
legal documents.
Horn, Ernest, ”The Compilation of the 10,000 V/ords Most 
Commonly Used in Adult Writing," A Basic Writing 
Vocabulary. Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1926. 
pp.47-199.
A list of the 10,000 words most commonly used In adult 
writing.
Eudders, E. R., "Filing In Lawyer’s Offices," Indexing and 
Filing. New York: The Ronald Press Company, 191o, 
pp. 215-226.
Methods of filing commonly in use in legal offices.
Hutchinson, Lois Irene, "Legal Papers," "Court Papers," and 
"Legal Terms," Standard Handbook for Secretaries.
New York: McGraw-Hill "Book Company, Inc., 1947. 
pp. 459-468, 463, 472, anl 472-474.
How to prepare legal Instruments and how to sign and 
record legal papers. An explanation of the courts, the 
juries, and the papers In a lawsuit. The explanation 
of about forty legal terms.
Kean, Agnes J., and Ernestine C. Donaldson, "Filing Tech­
niques," Work Book In Secretarial Science. Chicago: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1942. 63-94.
The chapter contains one complete problem In legal 
filing.
Kimble, E. J., Kimble * s Vocational Vocabularies for Steno­
graphers end Cou'r^'Reporters, ' San Francisco: E. J. 
Kimble, Publisher, 1922. 262 pp.
9"?
The book furnishes workable and dependable vocabularies 
for the use of stenographers. It covers about 190 
types of businesses.
Leslie, Louis A., Congressional Record Dictatlon. New York: 
The Gregg Publishing Company. 213 pp.
Dictation material taken from the Congressional Record.
, Jury-Charge Dictation. Kew York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company. 250 pp.
Jury charges as they have been delivered by the judges, 
counted for dictation.
, Testimony Dictation. New York: The Gregg Publlsh- 
Ing Company. 2b0 pp.
Court testimony divided into groups of twenty-five 
words for class dictation.
, and Charles E. Zoubek, Speed Drills in Gregg 
Shorthand. New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 
1938. ?T4 pp.
Drills designed for building speed In shorthand.
Lessenberry, D. D., and S. J. Wanous, "Legal Documents," 
College Typewriting. Cincinnati: South-Western 
Publishing Company/ 1947. pp. 322-336.
Gives directions for typing legal documents and fur­
nishes material for the preparation of several legal 
Instruments.
Loso, Foster V/., and Peter L. Agnew, "Typing of Legal 
Papers," Secretarial Office Practice. South -Vi e s t ern 
Publishing Company, 1943. pp.248-254.
Gives ways In which legal documents should be typed 
and shows examples of a contract and a lease.
KacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, "Does Your Appearance Rate a 
Job?", and "Dress and Grooming on the Job," Fitting 
Yourself for Buslness. New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1947/ pp. 1'62-181 and 301-326.
Instructions for the prospective secretary regarding 
correct business dress and personal appearance.
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McCord, James N., "Legal Filing," A Textbook of Filing.
New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1920. pp.10S- 
107.
Methods of filing used In legal offices.
McNamara, Edward J., and Charles E. Eaten, "Legal Material," 
Rational Dictation Stud les. New York: The Gregg 
Publishing Company, pp. 213-227.
Legal Instruments for dictation, with some shorthand 
outlines.
Maule, Frances, She Strives to Conquer. New York: Funk 
and Wagnails Company, 1934. 298 pp.
Advice for girls concerning their personal appearance 
and conduct In an office.
Mechier, Walt H., Shorthand Championship Tests. New York: 
The Gregg Publishing Company, 1922. 299 pp.
A history of shorthand championship tests, and dicta­
tion material taken from championship tests.
Progressive Indexing end Filing. Buffalo: Remington 
Rand, Inc., Library Bureau DIvision, 1940. 127 pp.
Methods used In filing. Including the application 
of the numeric method to legal filing.
Relgner, Charles G., College Secretarial Practice, Baltimore: 
The H. M. Rowe Company, 1942. 302 pp.
General Instructions for the student who Is preparing 
for a secretarial position. It Includes Instructions 
for preparing legal documents. It contains spelling 
and punctuation digests.
___ , English for Business Use. Baltimore: The H. M. 
Rowe Company, 1938. 488 pp.
A text on the use of English In business. It Includes 
the rules fbr letter arrangement and rules for punctua­
tion and capitalization.
, Legal Typing Practice. Baltimore: The H. M. 
Rowe Company, 1938^ 96 pp.
Instructions for preparing and typing legal Instruments 
and letters.
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, New Dictation Course In Business Literature, 
fealtimore: The H. K. Rowe Company, 1927. 500 pp.
The text contains twenty-eight legal letters timed 
for dictation.
Schofield, Ethel E., "Legal Filing," Filing Department 
Operation and Control. New York: The Ronald Press, 
1923, pp. 228-23?:
Instructions for filing in a legal office.
SoRelle, Rupert P., and Charles W. Kitt, "Legal and 
Business Terms of Latin Origin," and "Legal Terms," 
Words. ‘ New York: "The Gregg Publishing Company, 
1941, pp. 86, and pp.130-137.
A list of legal terms, their meanings, and uses.
, and Harold H. Smith, "Legal and Business 
Documents," Gregg Typing Techniques and Projects. 
New York: The Gregg ^uol1shlng Company, 1932, 
pp.132-139.
Instructions for typing legal documents.
Stayton, Robert W., Stayton Annotated Texas Forms. 
Kansas City: Vernon Law book Company, 1948. 
4494 pp.
The Texas legal-form book.
Stuart, Esta Ross,"Suggestions for Typewriting Legal 
Documents," Stuart Typing, 1939. pp. 278-286.
Instructions for typing and binding legal documents, 
with examples of such Instruments as contracts, 
mortgages, and deeds.
Swem, Charles Lee, and John Robert (k’egg. Congressional 
Record Vocabulary. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1936. 11 pp.
Approximately twelve hundred outlines for words 
recurring In the Congressional Record.
, and John Robert (b?egg, Gregg Shorthand Reporting 
Course. New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 
1936. 320 pp.
A course designed to train stenographers to become 
court reporters.
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Taintor, Sarah Augusta, and Kate M. Konro, The Secretary’a 
Handbook. New York: The MacMillan Company, 1930. 
372 pp.
General instructions for the business secretary. It 
Includes Instructions In preparing a few legal forms, 
the writing of minutes, and the form of legal letters.
Tonne, Herbert A., "Purposes of Business Education," 
Business Education. New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company,' 1939. pp". 13-26.
A text setting forth the purposes of business 
education. Its alms and goals.
Walters, R. G., The Commercial Curriculum. Cincinnati: 
South-Western Publishing Company, 1933. 29 pp.
A monograph giving bases for curriculum, steps In 
curriculum making, definitions of terms, and types 
of commercial curriculum.
V/anous, S. J., "Stenographic Problems In Special Offices," 
Modern Secretarial Training. New York: The Ronald 
tress, 1938. pp. 274-281.
Contains suggestions for the legal stenographer, 
including a study of legal words and phrases, and 
a study of legal documents.
Weeks, Bertha M., "Filing In a Lawyer’s Office," How 
to File and Index. New York: The Ronald Press, 
1942. pp. 212—222.
Includes Information about cross references for the 
numeric system, the arrangement of collection flies, 
and brief filing.
Wlkdall, Edgar C., and Clyde 0. Thompson, "References," 
The Training of a Secretary. New York: American 
Book Company, 1938. pp. 402-403.
References for books for legal stenographers.
Williams, Cecil B., Effect!ve Business Wrlting. New York: 
The Ronald Press, 1947. 427pp.
A business English text and letter-writing guide.
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Zoubek, Charles Ee, 200 Takes for Building Shorthand Speed. 
New York: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1946. 308 pp.
Dictation material designed for building speed.
B. PERIODICAL ARTICLES
Abney, Velma Overne, "So You Want to be a Legal Secretary," 
The Gregg Wrlter, 48:284-6, February, 1946.
An account of the methods used by the author to train 
herself to become a legal secretary.
"About This and That," The Gregg Walter, 42:111, February, 
1946.
A guide to several texts that may be used In the train­
ing of legal stenographers.
1— Connelly, Eva L., "The Format of Legal Documents," The 
Business Education World, December 1941, 344-6.
Instructions for preparing legal documents in proper 
form.
^Dobkin, Eleanor, "Building Skill on the Job," The Gregg 
Writer, 48:283-4, February, 1946.
Suggestions from a legal secretary concerning how 
one may train himself for a secretarial position in 
the law office.
Finley, Leslie C., "For Better, For Y/orse," The Gregg 
'Writ er, 48:543, June, 1946.
Shorthand outlines for thirty-two legal terms common 
to divorce cases.
Lloyd, Alan C., "Page Two," The Gregg ’.Yrlter, 50:343, 
March, 1948.
Instructions for arranging the second page of a legal 
document.
v McDaniel, Grace, "The Legal Stenographer," The Gregg 
Writer, 46:169-171, December, 1943.
The experience of a legal stenographer and her recom­
mendations for the self-study of prospective law 
stenographers.
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Texas Bar Journal, 2:208-246, March, 1948.
A monthly publication for attorneys, containing 
legal news.
Wirt, Marlon A., "The Legal Secretary’s Job," The Gregg 
Writer, 41:116, November, 1939.
Instructions for preparing a legal document In proper 
form.
C. UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS
"Bulletin, State Department of Education, No. 381," 
Austin, Texas, 14:102, January, 1938.
Courses of study for public high schools In Texas.
Colvin, Ambrose Owen, "The Kinds of Information about 
Commercial Occupations that Should be Taught in the 
Public Secondary Schools." Unpublished Doctor’s 
dissertation. New York University, 1934. 221 pp.
A study of kinds of Information about commercial 
occupations which should be taught In high schools.
"Commercial Courses," Houston Public Schools, Houston, 
Texas, Curriculum Bulletin No. 47CB79, 1947-48. 
35 pp.
Courses of study and sample lesson plans and teaching 
suggestions for commercial courses In high school.
"Course of Study In Bookkeeping and Accounting," State 
of New Jersey, Department of Public Instruction, 
June, 1932. 94 pp.
A course of study for high schools.
"Course of Study In Business Law," State of New Jersey, 
Department of Public Instruction, 1931. 43 pp.
A course of study for hl$i schools.
Fagan, Clifford L. "Preparation of Students for Civil 
Service Stenography: Local, State, and National." 
Unpublished Master’s thesis. State University of 
Iowa, 1940. 81 pp.
A study of what should enter Into the student’s 
training for civil service.
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Ingle, 'Wallace Byron. "An Analysis of the Occupation of 
Court Reporting." Unpublished Master’s thesis. University 
of Southern California, 1937. 159 pp.
A study of the requirements of the court reporter.
Kelley, Earl Lewis, "The Upward Extension of Vocational 
Education." Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University 
of Southern California, 1939. 308 pp.
A study to determine what types of vocational educa­
tion, and to what extent it extends in the senior 
high school.
Mitchell, E. N., "Advanced Typewriter Practice Book, 
Containing Excerpts selected from Style Book of Legal 
Instruments in Continuity." Unpublished text, 1938. 
210 pp.
A textbook for training the student to type legal 
instruments.
, "Legal Instruments in Continuity, Volume I." 
Unpublished text, 1938. 378 pp.
Legal instruments for class-room dictation.
_______ , "Legal Instruments in Continuity, Volume II." 
Unpublished text, 1938. 291 pp.
Trial Instruments for class-room dictation.
Warren, Lillian B., "The Construction of a Curriculum 
in Commercial Subjects for the Ninth, Tenth, and 
Eleventh Grades in Texas High Schools." Unpublished 
Master’s thesis. University of Texas, 1932. 102 pp.
A study of commercial curricula in high schools.
APPE1DIX A
LEGAL WORDS AND PHRASES1
Abandonment Surrender, relinquishment, 
or disclaimer of property 
or rights.
Absolute 
guaranty
Unconditional promise to 2 "—
pay or perform an obliga­
tion.
Acceptor The person who accepts a (T-7*^
bill of exchange or who Is 
primarily responsible for 
Its payment.
Accession Coming into possession of 
a right or office. '
1 Definitions were condensed from complete 
definitions found In Diack’s Lew Dictionary and Pomero 
Business Law,
Accessory after One, who having knowledge
the fact of a crime, conceals It 
and protects the criminal.
Accessory One, who being absent when 
before the fact a crime Is committed.
counsels another In com­
mitting It.
Accessory to 
crime
An accomplice In the crime.
Accommodation 
Indorser
An Indorser of a negotiable 
Instrument, made by a third 
person without any con­
sideration.
Accretion The act of growing to a 
thing, as gradual Increase 
of land from a sea or 
river.
Acquisition of 
property
The act of becoming owner 
of property. '
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Adjudication 
in Bankruptcy
Admiralty
Affirmance
Affrays and
riots
Alienation
Allen
Allonge
Alluvion
Annuity
Decree of the court that 
a person has been adjudged 
to be a bankrupt.
A court which has very 
extensive jurisdiction of 
maritime causes.
Confirming or ratifying.
The fighting of two or more 
persons In some public 
place.
The voluntary and complete 
transfer from one person to 
ano til er (property).
A foreigner.
A paper annexed to a bill of 
exchange on which to write 
endorsements, for which 
there Is no room on the 
Instrument.
The increase of the earth on 
the shore or bank of a river.
A yearly sum stipulated to 
be paid to another.
Antitrust Act An act to protect the public 
from evils arising from 
monopolies and combinations 
In restraint of trade.
Appellate Jurisdiction on appeal.
Jurisdiction
Articles of Articles which create the 
Incorporation corporate union between 
stockholders.
Articles of A written agreement by which 
Partnership partners enter Into a co­
partnership.
Assignee A person to whom an assign­
ment Is made.
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As si £7ior
Assumpsit
Bailee
Bailment
Bailor
Beneficiary
Bequest
Bilateral 
contract
Blacklisting
Breach of 
warranty
Bulk Sales Act
Burglary
By-laws
Caveat emptor
Cestui que use
One who makes an assignment.
A promise by which one per­
son assumes to do some act.
One to whom goods are balled.
A delivery of something of 
a personal nature by one party 
to another to be held or re­
turned .
The party who balls goods to 
another.
One vho Is in receipt of 
benefits.
A gift of personal property 
by will.
A contract In which both 
parties are bound to fulfill 
obligations reciprocally to 
each other.
A list of persons marked out 
for special avoidance.
Failure or falsehood of an 
affirmative promise.
An act to prevent the 
defrauding of creditors by 
secret sales of practically 
all of merchant’s stock.
Breaking and entering the 
house of another with intent 
to commit a felony.
Regulations enacted by a 
private corporation for its 
own government.
Let the buyer beware.
He for whose benefit lands 
or tenements are held for 
another.
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Cestui que 
trust
Chancery
Chose In 
action
Chose In 
possession
Codicil
CoInsurers
Common-law 
crime
He who has a right to an 
Interest In an estate, legal 
title to which Is vested In 
another.
Equity.
Right to personal things of 
which the owner has not the 
possession.
A personal thing of which 
one has possession.
An addition or supplement 
to a will.
Insurers who have divided the 
risk relatively between the 
Insurer and Insured.
A crime punishable by common 
law, as distinguishable from 
statutes,
Conditional 
estates
An estate on which some 
qualification has been granted, 
such as a condition based upon 
some performance.
Conditional 
guaranty
The liability of the guarantor 
depends upon some contingency.
Condition 
subsequent
The condition, for example the 
termination of a contract, 
which hinges upon some later 
happening.
Consignee One to vhom a consignment
Is made.
Consignor One who makes a consignment.
Conspiracy A combination between two or 
more persons for the purpose 
of committing some unlawful 
act. Innocent In Itself, but 
which becomes a conspiracy 
when committed by more than 
one person.
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Constitutional 
law
That branch of public law ' yt.____
which treats of constitutions.
Continuing 
guaranty
The guarantor promises to be —
responsible for successive 
obligations.
Contributory 
negligence
Knowledge of a danger and x
negligent failure to avoid 
it.
Conversion An unauthorized alteration 
of goods.
Copartners Members of a partnership.
Copartnership A partnership. __
Corporation 
aggregate
A corporation consisting of 
several individuals. —
Corpcr ation 
sole
A corporation consisting of .
a single Individual.
Corporeal 
hereditaments
Substantial permanent 
objects which may be - ----- '
Inherited.
Counterfel ting Copying or imitating without y*
authority or right.
Counteroffer A new offer made to the 
offeror by the offeree, in /
place of the original offer.
Court of 
Customs and 
Patent Appeals
An appellate court in the —1/
United States having juris- z J
diction over patents and Z5
customs. 6------
Court of 
Bankruptcy
United States courts having _ / 
jurisdiction In matters of oC 
bankruptcy. Z
Covenants An agreement in writing.
Cumulative 
voting
System of voting by which 
one has as many votes as ।
there are officers to be /
elected. Z-
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Criminal Court A court having criminal e ------ -
jurisdiction.
Curtesy The estate, under the 
common law, by which a man 
was entitled to his wife's 
property on her death.
De facto Existing without actual 
lawful authority to do so.
De jure Existing by reason of full V
compliance with laws. /
Del credere 
factor
An agreement by which a 
factor, when he sells goods z
on credit, guarantees the 
solvency of the purchaser.
Demurrage A claim for damages by the 
transportation company for ' /
the failure of the consignee z
to accept delivery of the 
goods.
Demurrer The formal method of dlsput- 
ing the sufficiency in law (
of the pleading of the other 
side.
Dereliction Gaining of land from water, /
in consequency of the sea 
shrinking back.
Detinue An action to recover per- 
sonal property from one who 
has lawful possession of 
goods, but retains them 
unlawfully.
Devisee Person to whom real property (<a)
is given by will. •'
Dictum Opinion of the judge, which V
does not embody the resolu- 
tlon of the court.
Dilatory plea A class of defense founded x*-—
on some fact not connected < 
with the merits of the case.
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Drawee
x Disaffirmance Repudiation of a former *2-—
transaction.
Dishonor Refusal to accept or pay a 
bill or note at maturity.
Disparagement 
of goods
Malicious false claims In 
respect to property of 
another. -------
Dissolution Cancellation or termination. —
'"District Court Court of the United States 
having jurisdiction over 
a certain district.
Docket Usually a calendar of 
cases ready for trial during 
a term of court.
Doctrine of 
stare decisis
Law resting upon the prln- 
clple that court precedents *
should be upheld.
Domain Complete and absolute owner- 
ship of land.
- Dormant partner Partner who Is not active 
In the firm.
Dower That to which a widow Is /(SX—
entitled out of the lands 
or tenements of her husband.
Person drawing a bill of 
exchange.
t. Duress Unlawful constraint forcing
one to do some act that he 
otherwise would not have 
done.
LEarnest money Part payment for the purpose 
of binding the contract.
Easements A liberty which the owner of 
one parcel of land may have 
In the lands of another.
Ill
'z' Ecclesiastical 
law
Law of the established 
church.
Ejectment A foiro of action by which ?
possessory titles to property Z-^ .
may be tried and recovered.
Eleemosynary 
corporations
Corporations for charitable 
purposes.
- Embezzlement The fraudulent appropriation / 
to his own use of the property Z - 
of another.
LEminent domain Power of the state to take o
private property for its own 
use.
Encumbrance A claim, lien, or charge —
• attached to and binding real /
property. '
cEndowment
Insurance
/
Insurance payable when the 
Insured reaches a certain 
age. "
!Entirety The whole in contradistinction v—
to a part only.
-Equitable 
estates
An estate, an interest in 
which can only be enforced in (
a court of chancery.
- Escrow State of a deed which is 
conditionally held by a third 
person.
" Estoppel A preclusion in law which 
prevents one from doing some- k
thing.
^Eviction Dispossession by process of 
law. /
Executory 
contracts
Contracts where some future »
act is to be done.
Exoneration Removal of a burden, charge, 
or duty. '
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Expuls ion Putting or driving out. ------7
Extortion Taking anything from another 
by means of Illegal compulsion.
Factorage Wages or commission paid to 
a factor. /
Felony An offense which may be punish- »
able by imprisonment.
Feoffee One to whom a fee is conveyed.
uFeof finent That which is transferred J
as a gift from one to another. 7_____
Feoffor The person making a feoffluent.
Fee simple Unconditional title to °r
property. <
Fee tail An estate limited to a man '
and his heirs.
Forbearance Delay in exacting the enforce- / 
ment of a right. CL.t
Foreclosure Enforcing payment of a debt 1
secured by a mortgage by 
enforcing sale of the property. 0
Forfeiture The loss of something in con- )
sequence of violation of some 
law.
Forgery Falsely making or altering )
any writing. /
Fraudulent Based on fraud.
Freehold estate kn estate in real property (Lp , 5
of uncertain duration. --------'
Fructus 
industrlales
Fruits of industry.
LFructus 
naturales
Products produced by nature _ J
alone.
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^■Fungible
-Grand Jury
-Grand larceny
Grantee
Grantor
_Guaranties
Guarantor
Habeas corpus
Habendum
Hereditaments
' Holder In due 
course
vHomicide
Illegality
* Immaterial
Impairment
Goods, one specimen of which 
Is as good as another.
A jury comprising a greater 
number of jurors than the 
ordinary jury.
Goods stolen, the value of 
which la above a designated 
amount.
The person to whom a. grant 
Is made.
The person who makes a grant.
Promises to answer for the 
payment of debt In case of 
failure of others.
One vho makes a guaranty.
A writ directed to the per­
son detaining another com­
manding him to produce the 
person before the court.
The clause usually follow­
ing the granting part of the 
premises of a deed, which 
describes the ownership In 
the thing granted.
Things capable of being 
Inherited.
A person who has taken a 
bill of exchange In good 
faith.
The killing of a human being. c------ g
That which Is contrary to the 
principles of law.
Mot essentlal. o---------
The act of weakening or other­
wise affecting In an Injurious 
manner.
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Impracticability Not reasonably practicable.
''Incapacity V/ant of capacity. ( —
'Incompetency Lack of ability or legal —'TVs
qualifications to discharge. 
the required duty.
* Incontestable Not capable of being con- —"'t/
tested. f
‘Incorporators The original subscribers to 
stock whose names appear in 
the application for the charter.
Incorporeal Not of a material nature. —
Indemnification Reimbursement or compensation.
^Indenture k deed executed by both 
grantor and grantee. —<
indorse To write onefs name on the 
back of a paper or document.
Indorsement The name written on the back •—------
of a bill of exchange.
Infringement An encroachment upon another’s T
right.
Innkeeper One who receives guests, as 
a hotel keeper, in distinction 
from a boardinghouse keeper.
-■ Insolvency Inability to pay one’s debts.
Insurable 
Interest
Such an interest as will make —7
the loss of property of 
pecuniary damage to the Insured.
' Insurer The underwriter with whom a —7
contract of Insurance is '
placed.
'Intoxlcatlon Drunk e nne s s. ■—
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Involuntary Kot proceeding from 
cholce.
Joint and 
several con­
tracts
A contract In which the 
parties have bound them­
selves both jointly and 
Individually.
iJoint stock 
company
A form of partnership In 
which there are transfer­
able shares.
^Jolnt tenancy A case where two or more 
owners have Identical 
ownership In the sane thing.
wrongdoers commit a single wrong.
"Joint Several Individuals who
Judgment In rem A judgment which 
the status of the 
and the right of 
of the property.
declares 
title 
possession
Judicial Proceeding from e 
justice.
i court of
Jurisdiction
Jury list
Jury panel
Kidnapping
Legal tender
The authority of a court to 
hear controversies concern­
ing legal rights and to 
decide Issues.
A list of qualified per­
sons from which a jury 
panel may be drawn later.
A certain number of persons 
drawn from the jury list 
to serve ‘as the jury.
The unlawful detention and 
removing of a person to 
another place.
Gold, sliver, paper, or 
token money which the 
creditor Is required by 
law to accept as payment.
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Legal 
Incapacity
Legatee'
Lessee
Lessor
Libel
Liquidated - 
damages
Livery of 
seizin
Lobbying '
Lodginghouse ■
Lotteries >
Malice 
aforethought 1
Malicious v'
prosecution
Mandatory 1
ManslaughterL
Maritime law
The legal Inability of 
a person to act for himself.
The person to whom some­
thing Is given by will.
A tenant.
A landlord.
To defame a person’s reputa­
tion by a written publication.
A sum stipulated In a contract 
for damages, In case there Is 
a breach of contract.
The ceremony for transferring 
possession of lands or tene­
ments by grantor to grantee.
Personal solicitation of a 
member of a legislative body 
during session thereof.
A boardinghouse.
Disposal of property by 
chance to persons who have 
paid a consideration for a 
chance of obtaining the 
property.
Unlawful purpose, which If 
persevered In, will produce 
mischief.
Judicial proceeding against 
a person without -cause and 
with Intent of Injuring.
Imperative.
Unlawful killing of another 
without malice.
The system of law which 
relates to commerce and 
navigation.
---------z
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Massachusetts 
rule .
The carrier’s responsibility -----
as an Insurer ends when the 
goods are stored for delivery 
at destination.
Mayhem Unlawfully depriving another ------- «=>
of the use of his body or 
disabling or disfiguring It.
Merger Fusion of one thing or right ---- "y
Into another.
Misdemeanors - Crimes which do not amount In ---- —
law to the grade of felony.
Mjsuser Unlawful use of a right. ------ _
Mortgagee One who takes or receives a -------
mortgage.
Mortgagor ' One who gives a mortgage. -------- c—
Mortmain The alienation of lands or 
tenements to any corporation.
Motor vehicle 
Insurance
Insurance against losses 
Incidental to the ownership 7
or operation of automobiles 
or trucks.
Necessaries Things Indispensable for the —1*
sustenance of human life. J
Negotiability Transferability of bills of -----
exchange.
Nonacceptance Refusal to accept anything. —
Nonperformance Neglect, failure, or refusal —<
to perform an act stipulated -2——
to be done.
Nonstock 
corporations
Corporations In which member- '—>•
ship Is acquired by agreement. (
Nontrading ' 
partnership
A partnership organized for —z— (y-<?
noncommercial uses.
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Nonas er^-
Novatlon
Obligee tx-
Old-age 
assistance
Opinion of 
title
A corporation which does not 
perform acts stipulated In 
Its charter.
A substitution of one contract 
for another, when the new con­
tract contains the same terms 
but different parties.
The party to whom a debt or 
obligation Is due.
Federal or state assistance 
to the aged.
The opinion of the attorney 
concerning the abstract of 
title.
Order bill of- 
lad Ing
Ordinary life
Insurance -
Original 
jurisdiction
Ostensible 
partners
A bill of lading stating the 
goods are consigned to the 
order of a person named.
A policy providing for a 
stipulated sum payable upon 
the death of the Insured.
The authority of the court 
to hear a controversy in Its 
Initial stages.
Partners who publicly engage 
In the transaction of firm 
business.
Parol contracts -Simple contracts.
Past 
consideration
An act performed before the £
contract Is made. t
Pawnbroker A person who lends money on 
security of personal property. / (__ ---- -
Pawnee The person receiving a pawn.
Pawner 1 The person pawning goods.
Pawn Bailment of goods to a £_
creditor.
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Payee The person In whose favor a 
bill of exchange Is drawn.
Peremptory plea Imperative plea.
Permissive law ‘-Lav/ which allows certain 
conduct on the part of an 
Individual; neither requires 
nor forbids action.
Perpetual 
succession
The power to continue as a 
unit regardless of change 
in membership, as In corpora­
tions.
Personal 
suretyship
The undertaking whereby a 
third person makes himself 
liable for the obligation of 
another (distinguished from 
real suretyship).
Personalty Personal property.
Petit jury <• The ordinary jury of twelve.
Petit larceny Larceny of things of small 
value.
Pilferage Some form cf stealing.
Pledgee • The party to v.hom goods are 
pledged.
Pledgee’s lien A lien resulting from neces­
sary expenses arising out 
of goods being In pledgee’s 
possession.
Pledgorv The party who pledges goods.
Poll t A deed executed by grantor 
only.
Potential• 
existence
The possibility of coming 
Into existence.
Power of \ 
attorney
The appointment of one person 
to act for another.
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Preferred 
stock ;,.-
Corporate stock on which 
some sort of preference is 
given to its holders.
Prlvacy The right to be let alone.
Profit The right to take the products
a prendrel of the soil.
Prohibitive law Law which requires negative 
conduct.
Promisor -- One who makes a promise.
Promissory note A written obligation in which 
one promises to pay another 
a stun of money.
Promoters u The persons vdio take the pre­
liminary steps in ths organiza­
tion of corporations.
Proof and A usual provision of an 
notice of loss insurance contract in case 
there is a loss.
Provable claims
Proxy
Public carrier1
Qualified 
acceptance
Quasi-contracts
Quasi- 
dlssolutlon
In the case of bankrupts, 
the claims of creditors 
that may be proved and allowed.
The right to authorize another 
to vote for one.
A person or corporation vfoo 
undertakes to transport per­
sons or goods and offers his 
services to all vho wish to 
use his facilities.
An indorsement which limits 
the liability of the Indorser 
in some way.
Obligations arising where 
no real contract exists.
In some states corporations 
which become insolvent are 
considered dissolved as to 
creditors.
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Quasl-publlc A private corporation
corporation engaged In services upon
which the public Is depen­
dent.
Quitclaim deed - A deed which conveys 
merely the Interest which 
the grantor has In the 
property.
Quorum The number of members who 
must be present to con­
stitute a valid meeting.
Ratification A promise on the part of <—
an Infant after attaining 
majority to keep an agree­
ment made before.
Realty Real property.
Rebutter The third pleading In the 
series on the part of the 6^
defendant.
Recognizance An obligation entered Into 2-
before a court to do or 
not do a certain act.
Reddendum The clause of a deed In which ''
the grantor creates some new 
right for himself In the 
estate granted.
Referee In 
bankruptcy
A person appointed by the 
court to administer the 
affairs of the bankrupt.
Rejoinder The second pleading on the 
part of the defendant.
Renunciation
■
Abandonment of a right 
without transferring It to 
another.
Replevin Action brought to recover 2
goods unlawfully taken. 7
Replication' Reply made by plaintiff to s—
defendant’s plea.
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Eeclsslon Canceling or annulment of 
contract by one of the 
parties or both.
Res judicata A matter judged.
Respondeatu 
supericr
Let the master answer. .
Restrictive
Indorsement
An Indorsement which restrains —
the general negotiability of 
an instrument.
Revocation - Act of recalling.
Roman civil law The law which originated in v 
Rome and extended to the 
Western World.
Seizin Possession with intent on 2^.
the part of the one who 
holds it to claim a free­
hold Interest.
Severalty A state of separation.
Sherman Act •' A Federal Antitrust Act. </—7,
Silent partner A partner who takes no C
active part in the business. " V/—*
Simple contract A contract other than one of 
record or under seal.
Smart money v An amount allowed the plain- -1—
tiff over and above the actual 
injury.
Statute of •- 
Frauds
A statute the purpose of 
which is to prevent fraudul­
ent practices.
Statute of Uses A statute designed to pre- u s?
vent creating uses in lands.
Statute of Wills A statute granting the right
to dispose of property by v-------f
will.
Statute of c- 
Limitations
A statute barring right of 
action on a contract If no 
action Is brought within a 
specified time.
Statutory <--• Imposed by statute.
Stoppage In 
transitu
The right of an unpaid 
seller to stop goods In 
transit after they have 
been dellvered to the
Straight bill 
of lading
carrier.
A nonnegottable bill of 
lading.
Sublease A transfer of the premises 
by the lessee to a third 
person.
Subpoena A court order directing 
witnesses to appear and 
testlfy.
Subrogation v/ One who makes payment for 
another takes the place of 
the creditor.
Suretyship The relationship whereby 
one person Is answerable for 
the performance of another’s 
obligation.
Substantial 
performance
Performance In substance, 
though not necessarily 
strict performance.
r
Substantive law Law dealing with rights or 
duties of an Individual or 
group.
Sufferance Implied consent.
Sum certain u A definite amount of money.
Superior courts Courts having general 
original jurisdiction and 
supervisory power over one 
or several others.
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Superior 
servant rule
The rule that declares work- '—•
men are not fellowservants 
where one Is under the other.
Surrebutter4^ Plaintiff’s answer to the S'
defendant’s rebutter.
Surrejoinder Plaintiff’s answer to the 7
defendant’s rejoinder. '
Swindle Cheating and defrauding. '
Tenancy The estate of a tenant.
Tenements Rights and Interests Issuing ----- 7
out of land, rents, etc.
Testator One who makes a will.
Testatrix A woman who makes a will.
Testimonium The clause of a deed with 
which It concludes: "In /v
witness whereof . . . "
Torrens System The plan of registering /<—-CLr
tltles.
Tort A wrong.
Transferor One mho makes a transfer. -V
Traverse A denial.
Treason Betraying the state Into '
hands of a foreign power.
Trespass An entry on another’s 
ground without authority.
Trover An action to recover the 
value of personal property V
wrongfully converted by
L 
Ultra vires act
another.
An act of a corporation In 
going beyond the powers '
granted it by the state.
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Unascertained 
goods
Goods not specifically y
Identified. f
Unauthorized 
dividends
Dividends paid by an 
Insolvent corporation.
Undisclosed 
principal
The principal whose 
Identity Is not disclosed 
by the agent.
Undue Influence A mental coercion destroy- —
Ing the free agency of one.
Unemployment 
compensation
An Insurance benefit paid
to persons unemployed. _— C—
Unenacted law Rules and principles __ _
announced by courts, based '>------t,
on custom.
Unilateral 
contracts
A contract In which only 
one party Is obligated to 
perform.
Unwritten law Unenacted law. —
Usury Interest above the legal 
rate.
Vendee v'
A buyer. <2^
Vendor A seller.
Voidable 
contract
A contract not binding or 
enforceable. (
Warehouseman A person who stores goods of <5-2 t_r- 
another for compensation.
Warranties v A promise on the part of the 
sellers with respect to the
vz subject of the sale.
Warranty deed A deed containing covenants 
that certain facts are true 
or that acts will be per­
formed .
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Watered stock Stock for which full value 
has not been received, but 
which is Issued as If It had 
been.
’Writ of 
certiorari
Writ Issued by a superior 
court directing an Inferior 
court to send It some pend­
ing proceeding.
Writ of error Writ by upper court direct­
ing lower court to remit the 
record of proceedings for an 
examination In respect to 
alleged errors.
’Written law Enacted law.
'Wrongdoer One who has committed a wrong
APPE11DIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE NAILED TO ATTORNEYS
Will you please check below those statements which 
you believe represent desired qualifications and work 
accomplishments in a legal secretary, and in the left-hand 
margin renumber these items in the order of Importance:
1. Training provided by ”a course for legal steno­
graphers" before entering employment in a law 
office, OR  
2. The usual training for stenographic employment
without emphasis on legal stenography  
3. The ability totake office dictation at
approximately 120 words a minute or higher  
4. Absolute accuracy in transcription of legal
instruments  
 
5. A hl typing speed
6. Familiarity with words common to the legal 
profession
7. Familiarity with legal forms, such as deeds, 
wills, briefs, etc.
8. A required course in business law as a pre­
requisite for employment
9. The ability to take shorthand at court-reporting 
speed
10. A minimum of four years of college training
11. Ability to use Dictaphone or Ediphone equip­
ment efficiently
12. Other qualifications:
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QUESTIOMIAIRE MAILED TO LEGAL SECRETARIES
'<7111 you please check answers to the following 
questions, which will Indicate the type of work a legal 
secretary must do:
Yes Ko
1. Does your employer give you legal forms 
to fill out where you type InformatIon 
In the blanks?   
 
 
 
 
 
2« Does your employer dictate complete legal 
Instruments?
3. Is It necessary that you transcribe legal 
Instruments with absolute accuracy?
4. Are you required to take verbatim 
testimony?
5, Do you type some legal Instruments on which, 
no erasures are permitted?
6, Are you required to take proceedings In 
court?
7. Do you find It necessary to make frequent
reference to a legal dictionary?   
8. Does your work Include meeting clients
who call at the office for appointments?   
9. Are you required to compose correspondence
for your employer?   
10. Are you frequently required to take long
periods of dictation?   
11. Do you frequently find It necessary to
refer to a shorthand dictionary for out­
lines of legal terms? , 
12. Other duties:
a. 
b. 
c. 
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LETTER I1 AILED TO ATTORNEYS
Dear L't. :
The ‘University of Houston has had numerous 
requests for a special course to be given in the 
evening school for those who wish to qualify as 
legal secretaries. The purpose of this letter, 
therefore, is to solicit your aid In determining 
the content of such a course.
In order to obtain this Information, two 
questionnaires have been prepared and are attached. 
It Is suggested that one of these be checked by 
your secretary and the other by you and returned 
In the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
It will not be necessary towrite a letter of 
transmittal.
Your replies will be beneficial In helping 
to provide a course of training for those who 
wish to become legal secretaries.
Yours sincerely.
Enc-3
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FOLLO'.Y-UP LETTER HAILED TO ATTORL"EYS
Dear Hr,:
In December we mailed you two questionnaires, 
one to be filled out by you and one by your secre­
tary. The purpose of the questionnaires was to 
determine whether or not the legal profession 
would consider It desirable that a course be 
offered for legal stenographers. We have had many 
requests fbr such a course.
It Is possible that during the rush of 
Christmas these questionnaires were misplaced. 
Two more are enclosed. If the first two were 
returned, please disregard this letter. Other­
wise, we would appreciate your filling these 
questionnaires out and returning them In the 
enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope.
The Information that you can give us will be 
of value In designing a course to fit the needs 
of students desiring this type of specialized 
training.
Yours very truly.
Enc-3
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BAILING IIST FOR QUESTIOIR'AIRES
Houston, Texas, Attorneys and Legal Firms
Allred, Janes V. 
Alpha, Emmet, Jr. 
Andrews, Jesse 
Andrews, Kurth, Campbell, and Bradley 
Arterbury, Roy T.
Baker, Botts, Andrews, and Walne 
Barkley, Pardue, and Tlgner 
Bates, Cartwright, and Bates 
Bates, William B.
Blalock, Blalock, Lohman, and Blalock 
Boyles, Edward S, 
Boyd, Yvalter E.
Bryan and Bryan
Bryan, Suhr, and Bering 
Burris, Benton, and Baker 
Butler, Binion, Rice, and Cook 
Carl and Lee
Cole, Patterson, Cole, and McDaniel 
Cutler, John 
Cutrer, Lewis W.
Dawson and Hatten
DeLange and Hudspeth 
Dillingham, Charles 
Dyess and Dyess 
Eagle, Joe H.
Elledge and Elledge
Franklin, Kelly, and Fellbaum 
Fulbright, Crooker, Freeman, and Bates 
Gresham, McCorquodale, Martin, and Buck 
Hsmblem, V/. P., Jr.
Hardway, Harwell, Smith, and Gwin 
Henson, Coleman, Foster, end Walker 
Knlpp, Poston, and Broady 
Ladin, Lieberman, and Boarnet 
Matthews, Y/rlght, and Ferson 
Metzler, J. ’<7., Jr.
Kills, J.
Morris, Stewart
Morrow, Brelsford, Boyd, and Murrln 
Murfree, Rowland, and Crystal 
Peden and Stevens
Price, Smallwood, and 7/heat 
Ross, George E.
Sewell, Morris, McGregor, and Sewell 
Simmons, Smyth, and Much 
Townes and Townes
Vinson, Elkins, Weems, and Francis 
White, A. A.
Williams, Lee, Kennerly, and Cameron 
Young, Albert R.
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PERSO IS UTTER VIE7ED
ATTCRN2YS
y.r. W. J, Mills, Mels Esperson Building, Houston, Texas.
Mr. A. A. 'uhlte. Dean of the School of Law, University of 
Houston, Houston, Texas.
EMPLOUGM SPECIALISTS
Mrs. E. Carter, Personnel Counselors, Commerce Building, 
Houston, Texas.
Miss Ruth E. Laws, Executive Secretary of the Houston Bar 
Association, County Court House, Houston, Texas.
Miss Lily Lou Russell, Student Placement Director, 
University of Houston, Houston, Texas.
Mr. L. B. Quinby, Quinby Employment Service, Guaranty 
Building, Houston, Texas.
OTHERS
Mrs. E. K. Mitchell, legal secretary for Townes and Townes, 
Mels Esperson Building, Houston, Texas.
